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Playing down the parking crunch
Lots disappear as demand for commuter
and residential spaces causes headaches
divided, has shifted since last year. Now
there are a total of 6,603 spaces, including
visitor, handicapped and other parking.
It's been a tight squeeze for cars at the Included in those 6,603 spaces is one temUniversity of Maine. With four parking lots porary parking lot near Doris Twitchell
under construction, spaces are scarce, and Allen Village as well as temporary staff and
faculty and staff have begun to complain faculty spaces throughout campus.
Of those 6,603 spaces,2,310 are resident
about being late to classes so far this fall.
But Parking Services Manager Paul spaces, which is an increase of 76 resident
Paradis said the problem is not as large as it spaces; 2,514 are commuter spaces, which
is a decrease of 18 commuter spaces;
appears at first glance.
"The first week, it's always at capacity perimeter spaces remained the same at 607
with parking because everybody feels they spaces; and 1,458 are staff and faculty
have to be here for some reason or other," spaces, which is an increase of seven staff
Paradis said."As far as we can see nothing and faculty spaces.
The construction that is making life
has changed from last year."
Paradis said, on average, wherever slightly hectic for car operators on campus
spaces are inaccessible because of construc- include the following:
Director of Facilities Management Anita
tion, new spaces were created permanently
or temporarily, which leads to an increase in Wihry said a new steam line to Lord Hall in
the Alumni Hall parking lot should be comthe number of parking spaces on campus.
Last year there were a total of 6,529 pleted by the end of September.
The Stevens Hall parking lot has been
parking spaces, including visitor, handicapped and other parking. Of those 6,529 deemed the site for the Advanced
spaces, 2,234 were resident spaces, 2,532 Manufacturing Center, part of the college of
were commuter spaces,607 were perimeter engineering. Wihry said this project will be
spaces and 1,451 were staff and faculty completed next fall.
Paradis said the downside of losing this
spaces.
The total number of parking spaces, as particular staff and faculty parking lot is that
well as the manner in which they have been
See PARKING on page 4
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PKIOTO • HOLLY BARBER
CAN YOU DIG IT') - Bicycle riders can still park outside Stevens Hall,
where faculty motorists have been displaced by the engineering
building construction.

Paper program arrives at UMaine Minor and
Gamesfile
second suit

By Liz Boardman
For The Maine Campus
This fall, the University of Maine joined
250 colleges nationwide in a newspaper
program that aims to keep students better
informed of current events.
The Collegiate Readership Program
conveniently offers the Bangor Daily
News, The Boston Globe and USA Today
in all residence halls on campus free of
charge to students. Currently, 900 newspapers are distributed on campus daily. Each
of these papers are estimated to touch
between three and five hands making the
grand total of readers approximately half of
UMaine's student body.
This project blossomed in the spring of
2003, when Greg Guyette of USA Today
contacted Scott Reynolds, President of
Residents on Campus, to pitch the idea of
adding the readership program to UMaine's
campus. Reynolds then decided to bring
Matthew Gagnon, vice president of the
Student Government, into the picture.
Reynolds and Gagnon worked together
with Guyette to conduct a pilot program
from which they could determine how suc-
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CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNE WEISHEIPL
THE MORNING FIX - Kennebec Hall resident Matt Butterfield enjoys
being able to read the sports section daily.
cessful the program would be.
"USA Today provided us with statistics;
however, we wanted to find out for ourselves what the program had to offer,"

Gagnon said
From April 7 until May 2 2003, the
Boston Globe, the Bangor Daily News and
Soo READ on page 5

Former University of Maine football
players Stefan Gomes and Paris Minor,
who were suspended from the university
last fall for their involvement in an alleged
off-campus sexual assault against a female
student, have filed a second lawsuit against
the university in U.S. District Court in
Bangor.
The suit alleges that the Student
Conduct Code Committee denied Gomes
and Minor due process and conducted its
investigation, hearing and appeal in bad
faith, "depriving them of fttndamental
rights of fair play," according to Harry
Richardson, the attorney for Gomes and
Minor.
The suit is essentially the same as the
first, Richardson said, but differs in that it
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•The Counseling Center is making

will be cited and removed at the owner's

Car,and MBNA America.

Drummond Chapel available 7-8 a.m.

expense iffound in violation.

A free barbecue will be held 11:3o a.m..to

Monday through Friday for silent medita-

Parking-related questions may be directed

1:3o p.m.and participating students may

tion. Practitioners of meditation are invited

to the Parking Services Office at 581-4047,

enter a drawing for a kayak from Old Town

tojoin. There will be no instruction avail-

in person at the Parking Services Office in

Canoe.

able for participants. Drummond Chapel is

Room 523 DTAV Community Building,or

For information,call the Career Center at

located on the third floor of Memorial

by e-mail.

581-1359.

Union.
•A relaxation and mindfulness meditation

•A memorial service for Rose Weller will be •A relaxation and mindfulness meditation
held at4 p.m.,Friday,Sept. 12 at the
series presented by Isabelle Boisclair will be

workshop will provide instructions for

Newman Center on College Avenue.The

held 4-5 p.m.every Wednesday from Sept.

meditation 4-5 p.m.on Wednesdays in

campus conuntmity is invited to the service

17to Dec.17in Drummond Chapel on the

Drummond Chapel.

and following reception. Weller, who was

third floor of Memorial Union.

For information,contact the Counseling

administrative assistant for the Maine

The series provides an experiential intro-

Center's Prevention and Education

Faculty Senate,died unexpectedly following

Program at 581-1392 or

heart surgery on July 9. Her husband,

duction to breathing meditation. The goal is
to help participants minimize symptoms

www.maine.edu/counseling.

Herman Weller,is an associate professor of

related to tension,anxiety and lack ofcon-

science education.

centration,as well as improve their outlook

•The University of Maine Dept.ofPublic

on life and enhance their creativity. This

Safety color guard,along with representa-

•The first annual Pi Kappa Alpha Charity

tives ofROTC,will hold a flag ceremony at

Scramble will begin with a shotgun start at

noon on Thursday,Sept. 11. The American

n a.m.Saturday,Sept. 13 at the Hidden

flag will be raised to the top ofthe new flag-

Meadows GolfCourse in Old Town.The

pole outside the Public Safety building,and

tournament is an 18-hole,two-man scram-

then will be lowered to halfstaff. Chief Noel

ble. Competitions for best team score,

• Myriam Miedzian,a researcher and

March, UMaine's director ofPublic Safety,

longest drive,straightest drive and closest

author with expertise on issues ofgender

and others will make briefremarks.

to the pin will be held. Prizes will be award-

and violence, will speak at7p.m.Thursday,

ed to the winners ofeach competition. A

Sept. 18 in too DPC. The author of"Boys

•"The Politics of9/11," presented by the

free barbecue will follow the event.The cost

Will Be Boys: Breaking the Link Between

Socialist and Marxist Studies Luncheon

is $25 per player and promeds will benefit

Masculinity and Violence," Miedzian has

Series, will be held 12:30-1:45 p.m.on

the Orono Fire Department's Fire Safety

lectured on ways to change the socialization

Thursday,Sept. n in the Bangor Lounge in

Program. For information or to sign up a

ofboys to decrease violence.The title of her

Memorial Union.

team,call 827-4779.

UMaine presentation is"Real Men,

Speakers will include Burton Hatlen ofthe
English department,Doug Allen ofthe philosophy department,and Amy Fried ofthe
political science department.

•Restunania,co-sponsored by the Career
Center and the Campus Activities Board,
will be held 11 a.m.to 3 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 17on the mall. Career Center special-

•From 12:01 a.m.Friday,Sept.12 through 5

ists will be on hand to assist those who have

p.m.Sunday,Sept. 14,the faculty-staffsec-

never written a resume.Students may also

weekly series will be ongoing throughout
the fall semester. For information,call the
Counseling Center at 581-1392 or visit
www.maine.edu/cotmseling.

'Wimps,'and Our National Security:"
exploring mainstream assumptions about
gender,politics,foreign policy and warfare.
A reception and book signing will follow the
presentation.
Miedzian's visit to UMaine is sponsored by

lot will be dosed to accommodate arrange-

the Peace Studies Program,Cooperative
bring resumes for review.This year's organExtension and Safe Campus Project.
izers include hiring managers and

ments for the Maine Center for the Arts

recruiters from the following b

Opening Gala. Other parking options

Bangor Savings Bank,Progressive

Volunteers will hold a blood drive to

include black and green areas ofthe MCA

Insurance, Mayo Regional Hospital,

to 4 p.m.Tuesday Sept. 23 and

and Belgrade lots and the temporary lots

American Red Cross, UMaine's Human

behind Murray Hall or beside DPC. Vehicles

Resources Department,Enterprise Rent-A-

tion ofthe Maine Center for the Arts parking

The American Red Cross and the Black

esday,Sept.24 in Wells Commons.
Volunteers and blood donors are needed.
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UM campus construction continues
Editor's note: Part two of a
two-part series concerning
construction on campus.

vator, were added to the hall.
A more massive project is
the addition to Barrows Hall,
which houses the college of
By Rick Redmond
engineering and a new state of
Staff Reporter
the art research laboratory
slated to open this spring.
Fogler Library's face-lift Upon completion, the addition
may be the most visible of will house the most high-tech
reconstruction efforts taking clean room for laboratory
analysis in the state of Maine.
Wihry said the project is
essential to the development of
the university.
"This project is absolutely
critical.., it's a very, very cruplace this fall, but several other cial step forward in our
ongoing projects on campus are research abilities here at
or will be affecting student life. UMaine," Wihry said.
The Barrows Hall project
According to Anita Wihry,
Facilities alone will cost an estimated
Director
of
Management for the University $15 million, most of which
of Maine, students awaiting comes from state funding in the
relocation from York Village to form of bonds for research and
Balentine Hall will not have to economic development Wihry
wait
much
longer. said.
CAMPUS PH010 • ANNA-MAHIA EAJALY
Improvements to the infrastrucAnother system in need of .CONSTRUCTION ALL AROUND - Signs like this one, at the intersection between
ture of Balentine Hall are said renovation due to the expansion Neville Hall and Gannet, frequent the campus due to abundant construction.
to be "within days of being of Barrows Hall is the steam
ready."
line running under Long Road. campus needs replacement, years old and eventually.., they with leakage while removing
Originally constructed in Updating the steam lines has said Curt Bartram, a mechani- just fall apart on you."
asbestos fibers from the pipes,"
1914, Balentine needed updates accounted for the closure of cal engineer supervising the
Long Road is scheduled to Bartram said. "We had hoped
reopen to traffic on Sept. 30, to have it open by the beginto the electrical, sewer and Long Road to through traffic project.
"[The pipes] have been fail- nearly a month after the pro- ning of school so we're workaccessibility systems. Over the for a better part of the summer
summer, new handicap accessi- and into the fall. The aging ing for some time now," said jected finish date.
ing feverishly this month to get
"We've had some trouble the road back open."
ble features, including an ele- system in place throughout the Bartram. "They're 40 to 60

Part two
of two

GENERAL STUDENT SENATE NOTES

Cyr, Knight announce candidacies
Elections for student body president to be held in December
By Tracy Collins
Production Manager

Center have left the group without a
president. Ross Bartlett, vice president for student organizations,reportTwo members of the General Student Senate
ed that he is working with the new
announced their candidacies for president ofthe
director of multicultural programs,
student body for 2004 at their first fall meeting
Shezwae Fleming,to help reestablish
Tuesday night.
leadership in the group so it may conSarah Knight, executive assistant to current
tinue to offer support to ethnic stupresident Matthew Rocirigue and former senator
dents on campus.
in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,and
The Student Women's Association
Kyle Cyr, vice president for Financial Affairs,
is also facing leadership changes,
both announced their plans to run for the elecwith an election for chair ofthe group
FILE PHOTO scheduled for their next meeting on
tion in early December.
Canidates Sarah Knight, left, and Kyle Cyr. Friday at 3 p.m.
Knight said in the past two years she has
seen the progress Student Government has
Public relations chair Ryan Clark
made and would like to continue the trend.
The event, organized by Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
discussed his plans to publicize the
"All the hours and work we do is for the is scheduled to take place this Saturday at 3 p.m. elections for senators of the General Student
greater good of the student body," Knight said. at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
Senate via The Maine Campus,WMEB and flyShe said if elected she would make sure she
Fair Election Practice Committee chair ers.
is accessible to students because student gov- Black also reported that the General Student
Knight spoke about her plans to get an
ernment and presidency are about advocating Senate is monitoring the presidential elections update on the status of social security number
for students.
of the WC and aiding the group with revising use by the university in the People Soft proCyr, along with his running mate Ross their constitution.
gram.
Bartlett, said he plans to unveil his official platThroughout the meeting, several senators
Seven new senators were officially appointed
form on Oct. 1 on A Web site, yet to be created. expressed concern for the senate's lack of pres- and Kate Trinward was appointed as the new
"I feel I have gained enough experience to ence on campus.Other senators voiced their sat- vice president for Student Entertainment. She
make an impact in a way student government isfaction with Senate activities on campus. "I reported Student Entertainment's tentative plans
hasn't approached yet," he said.
see a lot of good things happening all of a sud- to bring the band Maroon 5 for a fall performCyr said that in an effort to make student den on campus and I see they can all be tracked ance. Other plans include funding a comedian to
government more useful to students, he will back to here,and I want to be a part of that," said perform in mid-November and organizing a batbring his message to the students instead of newly agp04tVoshua Setwoleoft,.
tle of the bands to be held in early December.
waiting for them to approach student governThe senate approved a request for recogniThree new members were appointed to the
ment.
tion from the University of Maine Juggler's EBC, which will be allocating funds to student
"We want to bring the student government Society, which aims to "get people together to organizations. Kate O'Brien, Ryan Clark and
and the student body together to create a real share tricks, techniques and skills," said Tim Brigham McNaughton will serve on this board.
campus voice," he said.
Brenun, speaking on behalf of the group. The
Rodrigue concluded the meeting by referring
At the meeting, senators also allocated organization will hold weekly meetings, organ- to The Maine Campus "04469 University of
$2,600 to the Interfraternity Council to fund ize fundraising events and volunteer their serv- Maine Survivial Guide" as being "anti-student
Rock Against Rape,"a historically successful ices for shows, and will incorporate both jug- life."
way to promote awareness for Rape Response gling and unicycling into their activities,accordThe next meeting of the General Student
Services and campus rape education," said Erik ing to their application for preliminary approval. Senate will take place in the multipurpose room
Black, who advocated the request for funding.
Changes in the Student Heritage Alliance in Memorial Union next Tuesday at6 pm.

Pike to hold
golf tourney
for Orono FD
Pi Kappa Alpha will sponsor a golf tournament to benethe
Orono
Fire
fit
Department's Fire Safety
Program.
The 18-hole, two man
scramble will be held on
Saturday at Hidden Meadows
Golf Course in Old Town.Teeoff is at II a.m.
Dan Burgess, Pi Kappa
Alpha's Vice President, said
the fire department will use
this money to start their
Firefighter Trading turd program. He said the firefighters
will hand out the trading
cards, which picture firefighters, fire trucks and safety tips,
to children at area schools.
Burgess said the grade
school children get excited
about the cards, trade with
each other, and often memorize the cards. The cards will
get children enthusiastic and
promote fire safety in a fun
way.
"The fire safety program is
run by fundraising only, so we
wanted to do our part for the
fire department and the community," Burgess said.
The tournament costs $25
per player. Prizes will be
awarded for best team score,
longest drive, straightest drive
and closest to the pin. A free
barbeque follows the event.
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Parking problems plague UMaine
From PARKING on page 1
it brought in about $45,000 in student citations last year. 50 resident spaces were open at peak times in this parking
Paradis assumed some of that money was used for parking lot.
lot construction and other maintenance to parking lots.
The main issue these construction projects and surveys
Parking Services collected $723,000 in revenue from have pointed out is that UMaine parking is at its maximum
citations last year. Former Interim Chief Financial Officer capacity.
Mark Anderson said the reyenue from the parking citations
"We're at what the university can afford to provide at
goes in with other university revenue. He said that the rev- $35 a permit," Paradis said.
enue of other departments goes into the same revenue fund.
Several ideas have been discussed regarding the growThe Orchard parking lot will be extended to connect to ing number of students who bring cars to campus.
the Hilltop parking lot. Paradis said this project will begin
First-year students can breathe easy as administrators do
this week and will be completed by the end of October.This not think preventing first-year students to bring cars to camproject will add 172 resident parking spaces.
pus is the way to solve the problem. Since UMaine is in a
The Balentine Hall parking lot has been closed since rural area and many students travel a distance to attend the
April 2003. This was a loss of 42 resident parking spaces. university, this idea has been put off for years, according to
Paradis said it should be completed within the next two Paradis.
weeks.
The idea of a parking garage has also been discussed,
"We understand the crunch we're in right now," Paradis though the problem of a lack of adequate funding is the reasaid.
son for not adopting this idea.
UMaine's President Peter Hoff echoed Paradis' sentiParadis said it would
ments acknowledging that the frustrations of a lack of park- cost about
ing do not go unnoticed.
"Quite a bit of planning was done to anticipate the situation," Hoff said.
Hoff said administrators along with Parking Services $13,000
have done their best to provide adequate parking for the
ftttk°1
titakl°11 *rt.
UMaine community.
$15,000
6*
One question on most students' minds has been whether per park- 0
the sale of parking permits was reduced this year due to the ing space
v.,,,,vt.wit'idoitIkVt4tk ,,
s
1)14E,,..
construction. Paradis said that there would not be a maxi- to build a
ittv
,
mum number of parking permits sold.
parkin g iv‘iE-0..
Instead, Paradis said that mathematically 1.2 parking garage. This
permits are sold per parking space. Other universities rec- is compared
t —........ -1.04A''t
...
ommend selling 1.4 parking permits per parking space. with
about
UMaine reduced that number to provide enough spaces for $1,300
to
everyone who wanted one.
$1500 per parkWith that notion, 2,832 resident permits can be sold. ing space for the
Paradis said that the number of parking permits sold has flat parking lots
never been greater than 2,832. hopefully leaving plenty of currently
being
spaces for those with permits.
built on campus.
t=40 V's 1
He said as of Monday morning 2,307 resident permits
Paradis said if a
were sold. By the end of last year 2,418 resident permits parking garage were
were purchased for the
2002-03 school year.
"Students as a
group are in better
compliance than past
years with parking permits," Paradis said.
Students purchasing
their permits earlier
built,
this year made the conparking permits
struction changes easiwould be raised to
er to handle because it
more than $200 each,
allowed for Parking
on
based
other
Services and Facilities
schools'
figures
Management to team
around the country.
up and pinvide more
Paradis stressed
temporary parking.
that if more parking
Paradis said in addispaces are what stution to the DTAV temdents,faculty and staff
porary lot, which
demand then a higher
added 40 resident parkprice per permit will
ing spaces, a second
be the final cost.
temporary lot is anticiOther ideas dispated to add the same
cussed include a lotnumber of resident
tery system in which
spaces.
everyone who wants
Paradis said about
a parking permit is
39 more resident parkput into a lottery and
ing spaces are needed
given a number.
in order to provide the
People are granted a
right number of spaces
parking permit based
CAMPUS PHOTO • SAMANTHA MAHAR on their number and
per number of permits.
This is what the second ILLEGAL PARKING - Off-roading takes on a new
how many permits
temporary lot will be meaning Tuesday morning in the MCA parking lot. '41"slite available. Another
used for.
Most of what has
been altered with parking lots is that spaces were moved
around to provide similar numbers of spaces per type of
parking permit in each area on campus.
Such as, 59 resident spaces in the Steam Plant parking
lot were changed to perimeter parking spaces. This was
done after numerous surveys were completed by Public
Safety detailing where the open spaces were at various
times of the day last year. These surveys found that at least

idea is a one permit
per parking space system where it would be first come first serve for permits.
"These are just ideas to change the perception of parking
on this campus," Paradis said.
Paradis said he would like to initiate a carpool system at
UMaine.
"Giving people choices might help alleviate the problems," he said.
Despite the addition of parking lots and spaces amidst

the construction, many students feel there are not enough
parking spaces on campus.
Paradis acknowledged this idea but said there is always
some place to park.
He encouraged students to instead of driving around one
parking lot for 15 minutes to drive to another parking lot
that is maybe farther away from their original destination
and walk back; it would save time and they would not have
to resort to parking illegally. He also encouraged students to
use the walking companion service.
"No,I don't believe students have no choice but to get a
ticket," Paradis said."My data says there's open spaces."
One UMaine student begs to differ.
"There is not ample parking on campus," third-year
financial economics student Rory Mulqueen said. "In the
first few days of school I've seen cars parked on curbs and
patches of grass because there is nowhere else to park."
Mulqueen said it is a simple notion: if a student pays for
a parking permit he or she should be guaranteed a space to
park.
To compensate for the confusion with construction and
it having been the first week,Paradis said Parking Services
officials were lenient with giving parking tickets
last week. He said this is nothing new,
though, as they try to give
students a break the first
week back every year.
Mostly warnings were
given out for parking on
grass areas or other minor
citations.
This was yet another lie,
according to Mulqueen.
Mulqueen arrived on campus
the week before classes began for
Resident Assistant training and
went to Parking Services Aug. 26
to purchase a permit. He said he
was told to wait until his permanent
license plates had arrived before purchasing a permit. He was also told not
to worry about parking tickets because
Parking Services intended to be lenient
for the first week of school.
Two parking tickets later, each $25,
Mulqueen doesn't accept the idea that
leniency was intended.
"I was stunned and angered to get two
tickets in one week. Not only had they said
they were not ticketing, but I got a ticket
before the first-year students arrived,"
Mulqueen."School had not even started and I was one of
about nine cars in the York lot."
The next morning he received another ticket for the
same situation of parking in a resident lot without a parking
permit. Mulqueen said he went that day to Parking Services
and was told he would have to officially appeal the ticket
and in the meantime would be given a temporary pass. He
asked why they had not originally given him the pass and
said Parking Services officials had no response.
Mulqueen said he doesn't think it's fair for Parking
Services to ticket students the first week of school unless it
is a serious crime. such as parking in a handicapped space
"Students have so much other, more important issues to
deal with other than a parking pass," Mulqueen said.
Mulqueen suggested the reason administrators do not
care about the issue of parking is because parking citations
bring in $723,000 in revenue to the university. Paradis verified that amount,though he said he does not know specifically where the money goes.
"If the university is concerned with losing this revenue
they should just charge each student a $50 ticket fee at the
beginning of the semester on each individual bill,"
Mulqueen said, "because over the course of the semester
most students will end up with $50 worth of tickets due to
the lack of parking."
For more information about Parking Services, Paradis
encouraged people to visit the folder on FirstClass found in
University Organizations labeled Parking Announcements.
Feedback is also appreciated on how to solve the parking
woes.
"We'd never turn away help for figuring out this parking
situation," Paradis said. "Until a solution is found keep in
mind that things are being worked on and it should improve
in the next couple years."
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Man's bestfriend

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARER I
mall Tuesday afternoon.
SUNNY DAYS - Brad Gonya and chocolate lab puppy, Jenny, take a stroll across the

Global Climate Center Newspapers welcome students
recieves $1.6 Million
From READ on page 1

By Elizabeth Deprey
For The Maine Campus
Maine Sens. Susan Collins
and Olympia Snowe announced
Friday that the University of
Maine has U.S. Senate approval
for $1.6 million to finance a new
national research program.
The program is designed to
focus on the potential of an
abrupt climate change over the
next decade and beyond. The
Climate Change institute, located
in the Edward Bryand Global
Science Center, will lead the program, which will include the
University of New Hampshire,
the University of Washington,
Penn State and the LamontDoherty Laboratory at Columbia
University.
Climate Change Institute
Director Paul Mayewski is not a
beginner at this type of project.
In 1992, he led the "Greenland
ice Sheet Project," which estab-

Usa Today were distributed to the
lished that significant changes in 800 students who resided in
the past, such as average temper- Estabrook, York, Knox and Oak
atures, ocean currents and storm residence halls. Along with the
newspapers, students were profrequency, can take place within
vided with numerous surveys to
a decade.
Mayewski will work with pro- determine what kinds of papers
fessor George Denton to,Ayelop the students wanted and their
feedback on the program.
the program.
"This one was the most inter"We are very enthusiastic
1g% of
about the opportunities for esting statistics, the once
a
research that we will be able to students who did not read newsundertake," Mayewski said. He paper in the course of a month
and Denton hope to "dramatical- dropped to a mere 7% upon comly expand research into the sig- pletion of the pilot program,"
nificance of climate change" Gagnon said.
After reviewing both positive
through the program, he said.
The team plans to provide statistics and student feedback,
insight into the causes and Gagnon and Reynolds decided
impacts of abrupt climate change the program would in fact be a
necessary to predict future cli- great addition to the campus.
The search was now underway
mate changes.
find funding for the close to
to
the
control
Climate changes
storms,
frequency and strength of
floods, droughts, and other lifechanging weather events. They
affect sea levels, precipitation
and all ecosystems.

$20,000 project.
"We had to look for other ways
to fund this project because it was
too big of a chunk out of our
budget," Gagnon said.
When it became time to'find
funding for this project summer
vacation was already in session,
so students couldn't contribute to
the costly project; another
resource had to be found. Gagnon
resorted to requesting funding
from the administration, among
many that contributed from their
budgets, Bill Hockensmith, bookstore director contributed $5,000.
Vice President of Administration
Janet Waldron donated $1,000
of
and both Vice Pesident
Students Dr. Richard Chapman,
and Dean of Students and
Community Dr. Robert Dana both
donated $500.
Complete funding for the
2003-2004 year has yet to be met;

Rir

however, Gagnon is waiting for
pending donations from President
Peter Hoff, the Student Auxiliary
and Residence On Campus.
"We are trying to avoid the situation where we will have to add
the cost onto the student bill,"
Gagnon said.
According to the pilot program,if the students help became
necessary the cost of a full
Newspaper Readership Program
would be $5.00 per student per
semester. Cori Samuels, third
year student at UMaine explained
"I don't want to pay $50 a year
for a newspaper but $5 is a reasonable fee, especially if the Wall
Street Journal was available."
At some point, Gagnon hopes
to expand this programs availability to Greek houses and the
Memorial Union.
"This is a great program,"
Gagnon said.
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ON THE MALL
11AM-3PM

Dinner Buffet
$8.95 with beverage
(Children Under to: $4.95)

0% discount with student I.D.
Over o items to choosefrom daily, including:
Appetizers, pork, chicken, beefjumbo shrimp,jumbo scallops,
sushi,fish, salad,fruit, ice-cream and much, much more!
Dine-in, or enjoy the takeout menu
Open Daily: Monday-Saturday, 1/am - wpm
Sunday, noon - wpm
Old Town Plaza,492 A Stillwater Ave.
(Next to Hannaford supermarket)
207-827-4758
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Union's new look

UMaine accepts
record donations
tion.
Mills said there is still a backlog
of financial need on campus and
The University of Maine raised that his office's goal for fiscal year
more private funds than ever before
2004 is to further extend their
in its history during fiscal year fundraising efforts to ensure that all
2003.. .
departments receive adequate
U Maine raised $13, 737, 801 resources.
from corporations, alumni, private
UMaine President Peter Hoff
individuals and numerous other said he feels the reason more and
sources said Vice President air more funds are being raised from
University Advancement Jeffrey the private sector is due to the "conMills.
tagious spirit" he feels is spreading
Mills attributes the increase to all over campus. He noted that there
the creation of the Office of are 2,0(X) more students on campus
Development. Previously, all now than there were five years ago,
departments were responsible for leading to a rise in both the univertheir own fund raising. With the cre- sity's population as well as influation of the new department, ence.
Hoff said the success of various
numerous university agencies,
including Marketing and Public campus activities and organizations
Affairs, are brought under one serve to promulgate the university's
umbrella and are organized to lead mission in their own respective
an effective fundraising strategy, fields.
Hoff said he saw the need for
said Mills. Under the new approach,
all departments who need funds the Office of Development and
above and beyond their allotment pushed for its creation. Hoff said
must meet with the Advancement there is a current, popular trend in
Committee. The Advancement private-gift giving to public univerCommitee assess the need of the sities throughout the United States.
department and searches for donors
"Great public universities enjoy
that might be willing to contribute.
great private support," Hoff said.
He said that he will continue to
A majority of all private funds
raised by the university are desig- push for more funds to be used for
nated for a specific cause Mills also major capital improvement projects
said that a minority of the funds is on campus. Hoff said a long term
donated to the university with no goal is add a second addition to
Fogler Library, equal to or greater
intended recipient.
projects
One of the most recent
than the first addition of the 1970's.
the office of devolpement partici- He said he would also like to see an
pated in is the Fogler Library step addition to the Maine Center for the
renovation project. The office Arts. Hoff said that an exploratory
searched tor various businesses and committee will be coming to Orono
individuals who were willing to within the month to investigate
contribute either physical labor, UMaine's needs for a greater
financial resources or materials to library, performing arts facilities
see the project through to comple- and athletic facilities.
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By Ernest J. Scheyder
for The Maine Campus

Sig Ep wins award
The Sigma Phi Epsilon
National Frateinity announced
last month at its Grand Chapter
Conclave in San Antonio, Texas
that its Maine Alpha Balanced
Man chapter, located at the
University of Maine, has been
chosen to receive the Buchanan
Cup.
Given to only 10 percent of all
260 Sigma Phi Epsilon chapters
nationwide, the cup is awarded
every two years to chapters that
exhibit extraordinary achievement in all facets of undergraduate life.
The UMaine SigEp chapter
had to complete a 30-page application and pass numerous stages
to be considered for the award.
The application process takes
more than two years to complete.
Also at the conclave, senior

Matthew Rodrigue was chosen to
sit on SigEp's national board of
directors. No more than three of
the nation's 14,000 undergraduate
SigEps are elected to the position.
Rodrigue, the UMaine student
body president and a voting
member of the UMaine System
Board of Trustees, was nominated
for the position by a member of a
SigEp chapter in North Dakota.
SigEp's Maine Alpha Chapter
has been active at UMaine since
the 1940s. They left campus during the 1990s and returned three
years ago. They received their
charter and official recognition
from the university in May 2002.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon
National Fraternity has been
active since 1901 and now has a
total undergraduate and alumni
membership of 244,000.

Volunteer.

NEIGHBOR

American Heart
Association IF

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
FACELIFT - UMaine students returned this fall to a fresh landscape surrounding Memorial Union.

Minor and Gomes case continues
UMaine and its officers.
UMaine's motion for an award
seeks punitive damages and makes of reasonable attorneys' fees
no claim of racial discrimination,a incurred in through their defense in
primary component of the original the case was denied last month.
complaint.
The university had sought to
The plaintiffs plan to ask for recover $48,000 of the approximore than $100,000 each, mately $57,500 charged by its
Richardson said.
Bangor attorneys.
"These men have been put
"In her decision, Judge
through a process which has effec- Kravchuk acknowledged that the
tively branded them as rapists with Gomes and Minor lawsuit may be
none of the protection they would of questionable legal merit,' but
have gotten in court," Richardson that she could not conclude that the
said.
lawsuit satisfied the legal definiGomes and Minor withdrew tion of'frivolous' necessary for her
their original lawsuit in February, to recommend awarding reimbut later reinstated it, Richardson bursement," the statement said.
said. This allowed all of the
The suit names UMaine Dean
involved parties time to re-evaluate of Student Affairs Robert Dana and
Robert Whelan, chairman of the
the situation, he said.
these
to
keep
Student Conduct Code Appeals
"We were trying
said.
Committee, as co-defendants. The
guys in school," Richardson
Additional facts about the case UMaine System, its trustees,
have since been learned,contribut- President Peter Hoff, Conduct
ing to the validity of the complaint, Code Committee chairwoman
he said. Richardson said he expects Elizabeth Allen and Director of
the claim of racial discrimination Judicial Affairs David Fiacco are
to be reinstated after more evi- also included.
dence is learned through further
The suit describes Allen, a
investigation.
board member of Rape Response
The university did not appeal Services of Penobscot and
Gomes and Minor's claim of com- Piscataquis Counties, as a biased
promised due process in the pro- committee member who should
ceedings.
have withdrawn her participation
"Their failure to appeal estab- in the hearings.
lishes the correctness of the judge's
"Elizabeth Allen refused to perruling," Richardson said.
mit the parties to conduct questionAccording to the recommended ing bearing on the fitness on individdecision of District Court Judge ual members to sit," Richardson said.
Margaret J. Kravchuk, "It cannot
The suit also claims that evibe overlooked that the defendants dence portraying the alleged victim
did not even sePlc a dismissal with as someone who would never conrespect to the plaintiff's due sensually engage in three-way sexprocess claim."
ual intercourse was accepted, while
A statement released by evidence to the contrary was not.
UMaine attorney Paul Chaiken
"There was no introduction of
states that the university will ask evidence that the woman had had
the court to rule that Gomes and consieNstill%lee-party relationships
Minor have no valid claim against prior," Richardson said. "Fiacco
From SUIT on page 1

Don't Sm
make you

should have turned over all of the
information to the committee."
According to Kravchuk's recommended decision, it appears
Fiacco withheld the information
based on his application of a university rule excluding submission
of evidence regarding a rape victim's past sexual behavior.
"Fiacco's actions gave the
appearance that he selectively
applied the rule to the prejudice of
Gomes and Minor," the decision
stated.
In 2002 a female student
accused Minor and Gomes of raping her at her Old Town apartment.
The men claimed the relationship
was consensual and were never
criminally charged in connection to
the incident.
The seriousness of the situation
coupled with the decision of the
Penobscot
County
District
Attorney's Office not to prosecute
should have signaled to the conduct code commitee that the case
was not appropriate for their
forum,Richardson said.
"The Student Conduct Code
Committee is necessary to handle
what I would describe as relatively
minor issues," he said. "President
Hoff was not well served by the people responsible for administering
this code. It was a dumb decision."
Gomes and Minor enrolled at
the University of TennesseeMartin earlier this year, where former UMaine assistant Matt Griffin
now serves as the head football
coach. Gomes has since withdrawn
and is attending a community college in his home state of
Massachusetts, Richardson said,
and plans to be readmitted to UTM
in July 2004. Neither player is likely to be able to play football until
2004 because of NCAA transfer
rules.
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How is the parking

problem affecting
you?
"Parking used to be a
problem on Hilltop, but
it's not so bad on the
south side of campus,
but I don't think it's right
they sell more permits
than there are spaces."
Lloyd Michaud
2nd year
Computer engineering

"I only take my car out
on weekends because
then I'm guaranteed to
find a spot because
everyone is gone for the
weekend. This has
pissed me off before."
Dan Huber
2nd year
Mechanical engineer

"I had to circle around
looking for a parking
space for 35 minutes
one night at midnight.
It's really an inconvenience when you need
to get to class."
Jenna Easter
1st year
Clinical laboratory science

"I plan to be here before
9 every morning because
I know that if I'm not here
by then, I can kiss a parking spot goodbye. I leave
at 8 to get here by 9 even
when I don't have to."
Deb Fournier
Full time student
Music Education

'There's not enough
parking for the amount of
cars we have here. I'm
afraid that if I leave my
parking space, when I
get back I won't be able
to find a place to park."
Rebecca Hartson
1st year
History
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Higher education loads up
students with higher debt
By Diane Carroll
Knight Ridder Newspapers

taking advantage of the unsubsidized Stafford loans the federal government introduced in 1992. Those
loans, which accumulate interest
while a student is in school, have
opened the door for all students, not
just those with a financial need, to
take out federally guaranteed loans.
Nellie Mae's random survey
drew responses from 1,280 persons who began paying their loans
between 1998 and 2001. Eightysix percent of the respondents
were undergraduates. The borrowers had attended public and private
schools.
As in previous Nellie Mae surveys, the vast majority "appreciated
the fact that they had the opportunity to go to college and they said the
loans made it possible," said survey
co-author and Nellie Mae Vice
President Marie O'Malley.
"Only about one-third said they
felt overburdened by their student
loans, O'Malley said. The monthly
payments "certainly seem to be
doable" as long as they stay in the
range of8 percent to 12 percent of a
person's income,she said.
"So far the economic payoff on
the back end is far greater than the
$18,000 to $20,000 debt some people are incurring," O'Malley said.
The federal government offers a
variety of loans to help students
through college. The most widely

KANSAS CITY, Mo. —
Jennifer Fugett got through the
University of Kansas with just
$3,500 in student loans. A paltry
amount,compared with the $18,900
the average undergraduate now borrows, according to Nellie Mae
Corp., which provides federal and
private education loans.
But the 22-year-old will join
those repaying big-time loans when
she marries in October. Her fiance,
Phil Goetz, graduated in May from
Washburn University with a law
degree and $65000 in student loans.
They estimate they will pay $375 to
$400 a month — for 30 years —
starting in November.
The amount of money students
are borrowing to attend college has
shot up during the past five years,
according to a Nellie Mae survey.
With recent big tuition increases and
with Congress talking about boosting loan limits, the amount of student debt is expected to continue to
grow.
The average undergraduate debt
has increased 66 percent, from
$11,400 in 1997 to $18,900 in 2002,
the survey found.Students attending
graduate school borrowed an extra
$31,700, up 51 percent. Law and
medical students drove up the average graduate level of borrowing: used are the subsidized and unsubsiTheir average accumulated debt was dized Stafford loans.
The interest rate is the same on
$91,700.
As state governments have cut both. It changes annually. On July 1,
funding to universities, Baum said, the rate dipped to 3.42 percent durstudents and their families have ing repayment and 2.82 percent
while a student is in school or in a
picked up more of the cost.
Also,she said, more students are grace period.

With the subsidized version, the
federal government pays the interest
while the student is in school.To get
this loan, a student must demonstrate financial need.
The government limits borrowing on a Stafford loan. For freshmen,
the limit is $2,625; sophomores,
$3,500;juniors and seniors,$5,500;
and graduate students, $8,500 per
year.
Most national education associations are asking Congress to increase
those limits by about 30 percent.The
limits have been the same since
1992.
Congress already has started
talking about the limits as part of its
work in reauthorizing the Higher
Education Act. A decision is not
expected until next year.
The United States Student
Association opposes an increase in
the limits. said Mary Cunningham,
its legislative director.
Cunningham said her nonprofit
wants the government to spend its
money on increasing Pell grants,
which do not have to be repaid, for
those students who have financial
need.
The National Association of
Aid
Student
Financial
Administrators is among the groups
supporting an increase in the loan
limits. President Dallas Martin said.
"The reality is, given the current
economy 'and circumstances, most
families and students will continue
to rely on some torn) of credit to pay

college expenses," Martin said. It's
better to have them borrow under
the more favorable rates and conditions of the federal program than
from private banks,he said.
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Help You Take Control
of your Future

Job Search Workshop Series
Fall 2003
Resume Writing: New Techniques
3:10 p.m.
Thursday, September I I
2:10 p.m.
Friday, September 12
2:10 p.m.
Tuesday, September 16
3:10 p.m.
Monday, September 22
Wednesday. September 24
2:10 p.m,

Walker Room, Memorial Union
Walker Room
Walker Room
Walker Room
Walker Room

Dynamite Cover Letters
Monday, September 15
Thursday, September I

2:10 p.m.
2:10 p.m.

Walker Room, Memorial Union
Walker Room

Techniques to Ace Your interview
2:10 p.m.
Friday, September 19
3:10 p.m.
Tuesday, September 23
3:10 p.m.
Wednesday, September 24

Bumps Room, Memorial Union
Walker Room
Walker Room

Surfing the Net for Jobs
Thursday, September 25
Monday, September 29

2:10 p.m
2:10 p.m.

Career Center, Memorial Union
Career Center

Landing an Internship
Friday, September 26
Thursday, October 16

Career Center, Memorial Union
2:10 p.m.
2:10 p.m. ' Career Center

Applying to Grad School
Wednesday, October 22

3:30 p.m.

Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union

To register, call the Career Center at 581-1359,stop by the 3rd floor of the Memorial
Union or go online to BearTralcs.
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Bully a
Bush

Parking woes
only worsen

Abortion martyr

The lack of sufficient parking
spaces at the University of Maine
has not improved since last year,
and there is no indication from the
actions of the administration that
there will be any hope for such
improvement in the near future.
Parking Services manager Paul
Paradis contends that there is
always someplace to park, but the
fact remains that many of us will
still be left circling parking lots for
a half an hour tomorrow morning
in search of a spot that won't get us
ticketed or towed.
The heightened difficulty in
finding a parking place on campus is a reflection of the priorities
of the university. Instead of creating new parking spaces to help
alleviate the burdensome problem, the university is eliminating
the Stevens parking lot to build a
building.
engineering
new
And the hits just keep on comObviously Parking Services is ing. President Bush,in his continconcerned more with the income uing efforts to win the war on terfrom permit sales than ensuring rorism, is asking Congress for
that those permits will reliably $87 billion in emergency war
serve their function.
funds. It's likely that Congress
To solve the daily problem of will vote to give him the money,
parking,students could be prohibitwhich Bush is planning to put
ed from having vehicles during toward reconstructing Iraq and
their first year on campus.Or,park- giving more resources to the
ing services could sell one parking
American soldiers in Iraq and
permit per space,instead of the curAfghanistan.
rent ratio of 1.2 parking permits per
The increased violence against
parking space. That means that American soldiers in Iraq is a seriholders of $35 parking permits are ous cause for concern, but it's hard
probably a significant walk from to see how pouring more money
their spaces, but they are also in
into a continued military effort is
danger of not finding a space at all going to make things more peaceand being forced to park illegally.
ful. Furthermore, $87 billion is a
There are other options, includ- huge chunk of our country's funds.
ing a lottery system in which stuIt's approximately three times the
dents will apply for a parking permit and be assigned a number.
Numbers will be chosen at random,
and permits will be given to the
holders of these numbers.
*Greeks at UMaine
Parking Services should conAs an alumnus of the
sider these as options because they
would be of no cost to students, University of Maine. I can look
instead of wasting time on unreal- back on my college years with
istic visions of parking garages a sense of enjoyment and ask
that would cause permit fees to why the Greek system on campus was or still is necessary. I
rise to unreasonable proportions.
The university must recognize say the university should keep
their responsibility to holders of cracking down on them.
Is it me or does it seem like
parking permits and take action to
time I hear news from
every
parkhelp alleviate the problematic
school, some fraternity
old
the
ing situation.

MICHAEL
EMERY
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUIS
On Wednesday, Sept. 3,
2003, the state of Florida executed former Presbyterian minister Paul Hill. He was executed for the 1994 shooting deaths
of Dr. John Britton and his
bodyguard, James Barrett, outside of the Ladies Center, an
abortion clinic in Pensacola
where Britton worked. It was
the third execution in Florida
this year but, more notably, was
the first execution of an abortion doctor's killer in U.S. history.
The decision by Gov. Jeb
Bush to allow the execution
instead of commuting Hill's
half-trillion dollar debt. It's a price sentence to life in prison made
little sense. Bush had no legitihe seems to be willing to pay.
mate reason to continue with
Of the $87 billion, about $61
billion will go to continued mili- the execution unless the perverse sense of pleasure he
tary operations in Iraq and
derives from this
apparently
Afghanistan, while $22 billion
can be con"justice"
brand
df
will go to the reconstruction of
legitimate.
sidered
Iraq. It's a lot of money, and
Hill showed absolutely no
nobody can dispute that rebuilding a country comes at a price. But sympathy or remorse for the
when it comes to the cost of clean- murder. He was, in fact, quite
ing everything up over there, $87 pleased with his actions and his
sentence, believing that he
billion doesn't even come close.
In. a war that was supposed to would be greatly rewarded in
be over five months ago, U.S. sol- heaven and set an example for
diers are still fighting for peace. other anti-abortion extremists.
The money needed to reconstruct He smiled and laughed at a
Iraq was planned and budgeted for press conference the day before
ahead of time, so this plea for the execution and repeatedly
more funds is a clear indication stated his desire to be with
God: obvious signs that he welSee WAR page 9
comed death.
The goal of the American
penal system is not to give
admitted criminals what they
want; the point is to rehabilitate
left and right. I think it's time
them, if possible, or at least —
for UMaine to throw all Greek
for the more vengeful of us —
organizations off campus.
punish them for their crimes.
As I always said while
The death penalty usually
I
should
why
school,
attending
accomplishes the second of
friends?
my
purchase
to
have
these goals but not so with Hill.
Greek
though
the
as
Seems
Commuting Hill's sentence to
organizations at UMaine are
life in prison wouldn't have
becoming nothing more than
rehabilitated him, but it would
havens for drug use, code viomost definitely have punished
lations and fires.
him. He was only 49 years old,
See LETTERS page 9
See MARTYR page 9

Money we don't have
How do you define 'winning' a war?

HEAD COPY EDITOR
amount of money the United
States budgets for homeland security and 50 percent more than
what the government spends on
public education.
This money is in addition to the
emergency $79 billion that
Congress passed in April for the
occupation in Iraq. Now, by putting even more money into the
war. Bush is not only sentencing
our troops to more time in Iraq but
also increasing the nation's nearly

Letters to the Editor

www.mainecampus.com
Letters
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address,academic major or job title and
phone number or email address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
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or sorority is getting busted
for something? Charters are
being revoked, membership is
declining, and there is just no
place left for an archaic relic
of the early years of universities and colleges across this
nation.
Even in the Southeast —
where I now live — universities are closing Greek life programs and on-campus houses
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War
that things are not getting better in
Iraq — despite what we hear from
Washington. In an effort to bring
progress to Iraq, we seem to be
moving backwards.
One good move the White
House has made recently is
yielding some control in Iraq to
the United Nations. Initially, the
Administration was unwilling to
give up any control due to tense
relations between the United
States and countries like France
and Germany who were against
a U.S attack on Iraq from the
start.
Now, the White House has
relented, recognizing the gravity
of the situation in Iraq. American
troops are targets every day, and
the 28-day planning session on

THE MAINE CAMPUS

from page 8
how to put Iraq back together after
we invaded doesn't seem to be
going according to plan.
The plan in question was, of
course, to bring democracy to
Iraq. A great idea, but instead of
making it a reality, we have
destroyed Iraq's army and oil supply. The United States is sacrificing soldiers everyday trying to
instill a Western government in an
Eastern country without giving its
people all the tools they need to
succeed. The money Bush is asking for should not be necessary
after $79 billion and increased
help from other countries to continue a war we have supposedly
"
"won.
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buy
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Julia Hall is a senior journal- friend, not to mention, it's
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Abortion rights groups calling for
miles to Shaw's in order to take a campus-wide stand. If
around the country were the Hill's behalf; commuting Hill's starving college student who's
you choose to be one of the
stock up on things to drink.
most vocal in the attempts to sentence wouldn't have given resorted to gagging down the
Our university sold us out many who will continue to
Stewart Commons dumpster
get Hill's sentence commuted, extremists this opportunity.
With all this evidence sug- material on his plate. $40 is a for $3 million. In 1999 UMaine stand thirstily at the Coke
largely in fear for the lives of
whole weekend's worth of entered a 10-year contract with machine ... watch your butt.
abortion clinic workers and gesting that it would have been
Aaron Skilling is a junior
patients. Hill was proud of his wise to commute Hill's sen- binge drinking. It's a semester Coca-Cola, making Coke the
major
advertising
campus.
exclusive drink on
of clean laundry. It's an Olive
own actions, but hoped others tence, why did Bush follow
taking
is
Coke-opoly
sweetNow
this
your
with
date
through with this legalized Garden
would follow in his footsteps.
According to Florida offi- murder? Apparently he couldcials, his last words were, "If n't bring himself to acquiesce
you believe abortion is a lethal to liberal requests, saying "I
force, you should oppose the will not be bullied" into stopforce and do what you have to, ping the execution.
Death penalty opponents of
to stop it. May God help you to
the problems they've created at
For the past several weeks,
please don't push Jeb
Florida,
you
as
unborn
protect the
all. Instead, it just perpetuates
recoverALANA
would want to be protected." further. His more Presidential Internet users have been
needless over-generalizations,
infected
BROWN
He had made a number of simi- relatives have already proven ing from a virus that
most of which aren't even true
computers,
500,000
lar comments to the press in the to us that the family is willing over
for the specific creators of the
servers, and
days before his execution, and to kill people, guilty or inno- jammed e-mail
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUIS
viruses. Even a well-adjusted
networks
many of his supporters pro- cent, to show off their power. slowed down computer
person with a healthy social life
I'd hate to see Florida's worldwide. The virus, known as same profile. It's hard to believe
claimed him a martyr.
quickly
that every single person who could decide that making a virus
While there have been no inmates fall victim to Jeb's "The Blaster Worm,"
makes these bugs and viruses will make their peers respect
made itself one of the top on-line
violent acts in Hill's name as of pride.
more.
Michael Emery is a senior nuisances to surface in recent falls into a perfectly molded per- them
yet, there could be in the
a person with a
anything,
If
sonality type time and time
Hill himself was political science and math history. Even computer users that
future.
impress others
to
desire
strong
again.
protected themselves with the
inspired by the murder of major.
of a danmore
be
really
would
I have absolutely no respect
patch Windows made available
into the
falling
those
than
who create these irri- ger
from page 8 were still affected, as the worm for people
In
category.
nerd
replicated itself repeatedly, slow- tating and damaging viruses, but computer
may
hacker
the
cases,
it seems like overkill for the some
I say Greeks should put ing Internet traffic to a halt.
Before someone comes out
make a point
the
of
and
the
creators
caps
press and the media to pigeon- even be trying to
One of
away those white ball
and attacks me saying that
that has litmessage
a
hole the makers as being hope- or spread
stop wearing the trendy short- virus was Jeffrey Lee Parson, an
some Greek organizations
personal
their
with
to do
shorts. Get some original ideas, 18-year-old high school student less outcasts. For one thing, tle
focus on community service, I
presentof
Instead
being skilled with computers lives at all.
ask this: When was the last and become an individual who from Minnesota. Since Parson
for
reasoning
stale
doesn't automatically negate ing the same
lives in a community, as was arrested, government offitime you saw a fraternity
hackers
these
of
social skill. This stereotype the motivations
opposed to clones who breed cials and members of the press
brother or sorority sister in a
without looking
should have died out a long time over and over
ignorance into one another.
have been painting him as an
white ball cap or khaki skirt
, the media
Tom Arsenault
ago, considering the large per- at them individually
anti-social reject who was lashpicking up garbage on the side
be focusing on informcentage of people in America should
UMaine Class of '95
ing out at society, fitting the
of the road? Yeah, that's what
ing the public on ways to proChapel Hill, NC
stereotypical "computer nerd" who now not only own computI thought — never.
their computers and recogers, but rely heavily on them for tect
image.The media has been quick
that their children
entertainment,news and commu- nize signs
to support this image, including
in illegal
involved
be
may
time
nication. It's been a long
irrelevant details such as
online.
activities
of
percent
since only a limited
Parson's obsession with his
Nobody likes dealing with the
AMPUS Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
the population has had access to
weight and his status as a loner in
of destructive hackers
effects
knowlcomputers and computer
numerous articles.
• No "Webster" at
but we should at least
creations,
These are all points that his edge, and it's obvious that the
realizing that easy
in
fair
be
Femalds
majority of the population doesfamily and neighbors strongly
• Union info. kiosk
stereotypes aren't
and
answers
n't fit into the nerd stereotype.
but their protests have been
• Freedom of Speech • Little to no Set. 11 deny,
the problem go
help
to
going
For another thing, knowing
almost entirely ignored. In many.
away.
cOmmerneration
• Televised Blaqk Bear
whether or not the people who
of the cases where hackers are
Alana Brown is a sophomore
these viruses and worms
characthrough
go
create
they
caught,
• Enough with
. Footb
have active social lives or weight psychology major.
ter assassinations where they are
"Minor and Comes" all presented as fitting into the problems doesn't help deal with

Martyr

Perpetuating stereotypes

Was there another motive behind "The Worm" virus?
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Style
6Gig,PSC rock for rape awareness
By Lance Black
Staff Reporter
For the second year in a row,
the brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon are holding their Rock
Against Rape concert on the
front lawn of their house located
on College Avenue. The debut
event last year featured three
bands including Seeking Homer,
a group from New York that has
been featured several times on
campus. The artist lineup was
adjusted this year, with more of
a focus on local acts, featuring
five bands from Maine.
Portland's 6Gig and Paranoid
Social Club, featuring former
members of the
Rustic
Overtones, are scheduled to
headline. Now Transmission,
Headstart and Lifedown will
complete the lineup, with local
DJ talent also in the mix. The
event, which has been in planning since spring semester of
this year, will cost much less to
produce than last year. This was
a benefit to SigEp, who footed
the budget of $5000, with funding from the Safe Campus
Project. Last year the budget
for the event was $7000, with
$5000 supplied by Student
Government.
The concert promises to be a
loud one full of energy.
"You'll see me jump around,"
Ray Labbe of Now Transmission
said. "We just try to get the
crowd involved, to get into it.
We can definitely condone that
kind of thing."
The concert is an opportunity
to showcase and generate interest in local bands, while disseminating the Safe Campus message. The event was scheduled
early in the semester on purpose,
in order to reach new students as
soon as possible and educate
them about safety on campus,

SEX WITH JERSEY

Good
morning,
sunshine?
•

By
Rebecca
Bode
Staff
Columnist

FILE PHOTO
ROCKIN' AWARE — 6Gig, along with Paranoid Social Club, are headlining this
year's Rock Against Rape. This annual concert will be held this Saturday on the
front lawn of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
what is going on already and.
what they can do to help.
Because of the limited venues
for rock performances in the
Bangor area, bands have to take
what they can get for gigs and
split as little as $100 between a
four member group. Bands who
signed up for Bumstock this past
spring saw even less, and it
seems that sometimes bands are
expected to play for nothing at
all. Local rock musicians face
low financial incentives, combined with difficulty finding
opportunities to play or even to
practice.
"[Audiences] don't realize
that for every hour on stage, a
band has rehearsed about 40
hours," Ian Muir, guitarist for
Lifedown,said. -But the reward

comes when four musicians can
get together and create music the
world has never heard before."
Bands that perform at
UMaine have a hard time staying away. This will be 6Gig's
third visit to the Orono area, following performances at Wells
Commons,
Ushuaia
and
Bumstock this past spring.
Paranoid Social Club was also
present at Bumstock, and will
take the stage at Ushuaia this
Wednesday night. When asked
about returning to Orono,
Walter, lead singer/guitarist of
6Gig,said,"[We] haven't played
another college town that rocks
as hard as UMO,period." 6Gig
will be promoting the release of
their new album, "Mind Over
Mind," in stores this week.

In addition to the music, the
overshadowing message of this
event is the awareness of rape
and sexual assault.
"I think it really is a pretty
cool thing, actually," Carey
Nason, the coordinator of the
Safe Campus Project, said. "Not
only are they [SigEp] doing an
event that is open to the public
and not only are they holding an
event that is chem free, but, it's
also a fund-raiser of sorts (by
donation) for Rape Response
Services of Bangor."
The concert will begin at 3:30
p.m. this Saturday. Donations
will be accepted at the event and
all proceeds will be given directly to Rape Response Services.

First rate movies, second rate prices
By Luke Krummel
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PHOTO 4LAURA MADDOCK
SPOTLIGHT ON PRICES — Due to the increase in ticket
prices, students may be less likely to attend Spotlight
Cinemas at University Mall in Orono.

Sorry first-year students.
Right now the Hulk should be
ripping through Army bases.
Johnny Depp and his parrot
should be taking over ships in the
Carribean, and everyone should
be Finding Nemo.
Sorry
because one dollar will no longer
get you into Spotlight Cinema on
a Tuesday night.
Yes. the "cheap seats" now
cost $3.50 to $6 more per show.
Last May,Spotlight management
decided to show first run movies,
thus increasing the cost and eliminating dollar night.
They do have a lot to offer in
the sense that they are still the

closest theater to campus and
they claim to be "the only cinema in central Maine to have both
DTS and Dolby surround
sound." In addition to this, the
cinema has been renovated.
Despite these upgrades, many
students have extremely negative
reactions towards this change.
"Spotlight is a colossal shit
stain. They have small screens,
less than stellar seating, poor
atmosphere, limited selections.
limited hours and are generally
charging way more than they
should," Nate Thorns, a fourth
year political science major said.
"I think [Spotlight] has made
a big mistake changing it to a
See CINEMAS on page 12

Most of us would probably agree
that sex is pretty high up on any college student's "to do" list. But
rather than actually dating the person, how about engaging in one
night of mind-blowing, animalistic
sex with an unbelievably gorgeous
person,and then never having to see
him or her again? Tell me more.
One night stands are common
occurrences on any college campus
- yes, even Brigham Young - mainly because,hey,who doesn't like the
idea of casual sex, especially after
you've thrown back a few and those
thick beer goggles have fallen over

"You could, in
fact, be
sleeping with
someone
whose bed has
been wet more
times than a
Slip-N-Slide."
your eyes.
Though it may sound like a great
idea,it's a risky venture: a one-night
stand is more than just sexual intercourse. To start off with, there is
that awkward feeling you may get
when waking up in the arms of a
stranger, or later on when you see
him or her around campus,hand-inhand with an unbelievably attractive
partner. conveniently omitted from
the night's topics of pm-carnal conversaticin
One art student made a good
point when he said, "There is no
such thing as a one night stand. It
always affects one or both parties in
one way or another."
Many people experience feelings of lament, shame or uncertainty afterwards,especially if they didn't intend on that particular "relationship" to only last for a couple of
hours. It has been common for girls
to doubt or regret their actions so
much so that they convince them-

See SEA on page 13
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CD REVIEWS
"The End of the Beginning"
Murs
Definitive Jux

Every year, albums are
released that seem to fall
through the cracks. Often, this
is deserved. But, every once
in a while there's a real gem
that just needs to be discovered. One example of this is
the newest release by Murs,
"The End of the Beginning."
This album was from an artist
that has been in the rap game
for more than a decade, producing and recording with several different artists. First
with a group called Log Cabin,
then 3 Melancholy Gypsies
(3MG) and finnally with
Living Legends. Murs now
maintains a solo career that
began in 2000. Murs is a
diversified rapper with a ton of
relevance to his genre, and
with his newest release, this
man has made one of the most
amazing rap albums ever.
The Los Angles native managed to create an album which
will inevitebly be played on
repeat for days on end. His
catchy, amazingly in-depth
lyrics and great beats will captivate your ear drums. The
album is 18 tracks long, and
each song is uniquely awesome. His rhymes are down to
earth, tell it like it is rap, hitting on all sorts of subjects.

For the song "18/ With a
Bullet", Murs talks about his
rap_ career, how he progressed
as an artist, and how it took
him this long to realize his life
was a song he just didn't know
the words to. The track entitled "Risky Business," which
features Humpty Hump, Murs
raps about a party at his crib
while his parents are out of
town and how it goes from
quiet to crazy in a few hours.
In the best song on the album.
"The Night Before," Murs
rhymes about growing up in
the hood. He tells the story
about rival gangs and police,
leading the listener to start to
understand where his heartfelt
lyrics are coming from. This
song is trully amazing.
This album is a definite
buy. Murs has got more talent
than many main-stream artists
in the game today. His lyrics
are clear, crisp like a knife,
easy to pick out, and above all
they have deep meaning.
With the right promotion and
sales this could become a classic like Dre's "Chronic 2001".
After you fall in love with this
disk, I guarentee you'll be
hungry for more Murs.
— Dave Blanchard

"Indestructible"
Rancid
Warner

The punk band Rancid recenttheir fifth album titled
released
ly
"Indestructible" intent on keeping their fans, who have been
loyal since the early 90's. Each
of Rancid's records has maintained the same sound which has
kept their fans coming back for
more and more. This album is
not exception to Rancid's rule
making.
"Indestructible" starts a little
differently than their other
records with their title .track
(which also happens to be the
current radio single). The album
continues with more laid-back,
emo-sounding songs such as
"Red Hot Moon," then blends
extremely well into heavier, classic Rancid punk with songs like
"David Courtney" and "Born
Frustrated". Other noticeably
catchy songs include "Django,"
"Arrested in Shanghai" and
"Ghost Band". This album also

showed more of a departure from
Tim Armstrong as the main voice
of the band. The lyrics of
Armstrong and guitarist Lars
Frederiksen blend together differently than on their other
albums, however it works out
nicely.
Just like an other Rancid
album, there are songs that all
their fans will enjoy, such as
"Time Bomb" and "Ruby Soho."
Rancid has a consistency some
other bands lack, such as Korn
who had a huge following after
their first two albums but lost
their main-stream fan base when
they tried changing their style.
Rancid however, has consistently
put out albums for their hard-core
fans. You either love their punk
sound or you don't. It seems like
Rancid will continue putting out
more great records such as
"Indestructible" in the future.
-- Dave Blanchard

CAMPUS PHOTO LAURA MADDOCK
forward to its
looking
is
the
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NOW'PRESENTING
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with
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the
hosting
are
they
weekend
upcoming season. This
Art Garfunkel.

et
CULTURED
Theatre, music and art at the MCA
By Luke Krummel
Staff Reporter
Dave
Seinfeld,
Jerry
Matthews, Dennis Miller,
and
Lee
Allman
Greg
select
few
Greenwood are a
performers who have set foot
on stage at the Maine Center
for the Arts. Each year the
MCA offers several big-name
acts and gives two free tickets
per semester to students, but
the majority of students do not
attend even a single show.
Don't be a slacker anymore,
and let the MCA give you a
good dosage of culture with
the diverse line-up of entertainment scheduled for the
2003-2004 academic year.
The season kicks off
Saturday, Sept. 13 with a fund
raising performance by an
Art
icon,
American
Adele Atkins,
Garfunkel.
Assistant Director of the
MCA, said the Garfunkel
Opening Gala serves as a twofold fund-raiser for the Arts
Center. First, there is a reception and dinner, followed by
Garfunkel's performance.
"It also opens the cultural
season," Atkins said.
-We got trouble" is a
COURTESY PHOTO MUSICAL-WORLD.DE
famous line from another
Forever" hails as a highand
Now
planned
has
—
MCA
the
show
MEOW — "CATS
for the MCA. The show, a
season
"The
with
2003-2004
semester
this
light of the.
20, is sold out.
November
on
The
classic
Music Man."
one-night engagement
Broadway musical is directed
and choreographed by Susan
Stroman and rolls into town on Sunday, Oct. 12 -Manhattan Transfer Christmas Show" with the
MCA's Orchestra on Saturday, Dec. 20, at 8 p.m.
at 3 and 7 p.m.
to Atkins, the show is very popular
According
Another Broadway offspring sets up shop on
sold out.
almost
and
and
Thursday, Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. -CATS - Now
during fall semester include
performers
Other
to
Forever!" brings its live theater magic
the Japanese drum group
Rivers,
Joan
comedian
UMaine for a one night engagement. Unless you
singer
Engelbert
and
Humperdinck.
alreadY have tickets, friends in low places, or Yamamoto
starts
off the secBangor Community Theater
natural whiskers, it looks like you better find a
juggling contest to go watch, because Cats is ond semester with a three night stand of "Guys
sold out.
Soo MCA on page 13
Rounding out the first semester is the
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Cinemas
prices go
up, up, up
From CINEMAS on page 10

FILE PHOTO
JIVIN' AWAY — Kat Roy and Andy Matson perform at Java Jive last year. Java Jive is a weekly coffehouse-style
concert that takes place in Stillwater Canal Co. Pub in Memorial Union on Tuesday nights. This is just one of six
nightly offerings CAB has for the student body.

CAB offers free entertainment
Live music, games, movies available six nights a week
By Jesse Davis
Staff Reporter
Every week the Campus Activities Board
hosts a plethora of events to help keep the
daily stresses of college life to a minimum
and help the students to relax and have a
good time. The events have been around for
years, but for new students, they are yet to be
discovered.
Every Monday is Games Night, with
games such as bingo,cribbage, Scrabble and
Twister. Bingo winners receive gifts such as

candy,games,electronics, dorm room amenities, movies and more. Games Night is held
in Memorial Union at 8 p.m.
On Tuesday evenings at 8 p.m., the
Stillwater Canal Co. is home to Java Jive, an
opportunity for local artists, as well as some
bigger names, to perform in a comfortable
coffeehouse setting. Perks of the event
include free travel coffee mugs and the
chance to see up-and-coming local artists,
many of whom are students here at the
University, free of charge.
Next up on Wednesday is Kickin' Flicks.

Here (at 8 and 10 p.m. in 100 DPC)the students of UMaine are invited to see new
movies that may be out of the theaters, but
haven't reached video yet. A favorite among
students, Kickin' Flicks pulls anywhere from
200 to 350 people each week. Some movies
showing in the near future are "Bruce
Almighty" and "2 Fast 2 Furious." New to
the program this year is KF2,a second set of
showings held two days after the initial
event, in the Bangor Room in Memorial
Soo CAB on page 13
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first-run theater, and since this is
a college town, college students
like deals. Dollar night was a
deal!" Michealene Seaver, a
fourth year journalism student
said.
Not only are students angry,
many claim that they plan on
bringing their business elsewhere.
Hoyt's Cinema in
Bangor is the first choice for several students due to the fact that
it's newly renovated and it features stadium-style seating.
"I like Hoyt's better though,
now that they are renovating, it
looks nicer and who doesn't like
stadium seating?" Jessie Lacey,a
third year new media major,said.
Since Hoyt's is a national
chain, pricing is a bit higher at
one dollar more on weekends.
In addition to this,there is still
a local dollar theater available.
Movie City 8 on Odlin Road in
Bangor offers second run shows
for $3 every day of the week
except Tuesday, when it's only
$1. Although this theater is
viewed as slightly sketchy by
several students, it tries to make
up for that with special deals
such as "bowl night."
On
Thursday nights, if you bring
your own bowl, they will fill it
for free with popcorn. This theater also offers popular foreign
films you can't find anywhere
else in the area for $6 dollars per
show.
Being a college student,
money ranks high in most situations. Most decisions are made
based on budget and cash availability.
"Not all of us can afford the
first time around ticket. Unless
it's something I've been dying to
see, now I just wait until it's in
the rental stores," Kendra
Glueck, a senior anthropology
major, said.
"My overall opinion is that
I'll go with whatever movie theater is cheaper unless I'm going
to watch a movie I've been dying
to see. That'll be the only time
I'll pay the cost of seeing a
movie at a first-run theater,"
Monica Giron, a first year secondary education major, said.
No matter which theater students choose to attend now, most
agree that life won't be the same
at UMaine without Spotlight dollar night.

ell
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Fun for free, six
days per week
From CAB on page 12
Union. A bonus to those who
pay attention to the slides at the
beginning is the trivia question
before each showing.The winner

of the trivia contest gets a poster
of the movie being shown.
Thursday nights are home to
The Frequency, where bands and
DJs come to entertain the students. Held in the Union at 9
p.m., all are invited to boogie or
jam their way through another
fun-filled night.
With Friday come hopes of
the weekend and, once a
month, TGIF, CAB's jazz
music series. TGIF starts at
noon at Union Central in
Memorial Union, hooking up
the campus's true jazz fans
with their monthly fix. They
say that music soothes the say-

age beast, and TGIF just might
be what you're looking for to
smooth out your last day of
classes before the weekend.
Saturday nights bring parties
all their own, and one of the
most happening parties on campus occurs, surprisingly, in our
own Stillwater Canal Co. from 9
to 12 p.m. Karaoke brings out
the best, and sometimes the
worst, in all participants, bringing with it good times and great
memories. With the only seemingly unfortunate downside
being the three song limit, meant
to keep people from going up
more than 20 times in a night,
karaoke is a great way to spend a
Saturday night having a great
time and learning to not take
yourself too seriously.
"The strongest points of our
events are that they are free and
anyone can attend, as well as the
fact that they are held every
night except Sunday," Kristin
Rand,chair of CAB,said.
CAB works hard on all the
events offered, as can be seen
through the recent recognition it
received by the Princeton
Review. The University of
Maine was ranked number one
for on-campus activities.

Passionate for a night,

scratchin'for a lifetime
From SEX on page 10
selves that it was actually rape, and
you can imagine the trouble that
would cause. In some circumstances it does qualify as rape. Just
remember,did you say "yes"?
In addition to this, there's the
reputation that comes with having
casual sex. Society enforces a double standard in negatively labeling
women who sleep around, and
praising men who do the same
thing. But,before you label anyone
anything,remember that it does take
two to tango.
Something that I find absolutely
horrifying is the fact that people
who engage in a one-nighter together usually know little to nothing
about each other. You could in fact
be sleeping with someone whose
bed has been wet more times than a
slip and slide. Trust me, he's out
there...
One student touched upon the
fact that the only thing you REALLY know about this person is how
they look, when he stated,"If they
are attractive, they don't have
STDs." Whether this guy was kidding or not, in most cases you cannot tell by just looking at someone if
they have been infected, no matter
where you look. In fact, most STDs
can go unnoticed for over a year. I
know that the wonderful world of
STDs is not first on your list of
things to discuss, but unless you use
a quality conversation as foreplay -

and if you do, man you've got no
game - you're putting yourself at
risk.
Another obvious negative outcome of a one night stand is an
unexpected pregnancy. I mean,sure
he looks good now,but do you really want him to be your baby's
daddy? Protect yourself,or else you
could have a bun in the oven within
a few months. Remember that
penile withdrawal is not an effective
form of birth control. According to
the Planned Parenthood Web site,
27 out ofevery 100 women who use
withdrawal as a form of birth control will become pregnant during the
first year of typical use. I know how
the majority of us feel about condoms,but seriously, use one.
Being intoxicated can really
increase the risks of having a one
night stand. Drunken people are less
likely to be worried about safe sex,
and frequently lower their standards
quite a bit. Remember,being attractive doesn't automatically make
someone good in bed. You're really
taking a 50/50 chance here, because
it could turn out that the person just
doesn't know what they are doing
[sexually]. And wouldn't that just
suck; you've taken all these risks
just to lay there, roll your eyes and
hope it's over quickly. So keep this
in mind the next time the opportunity arises for you,or else you might
wake up next to your best friend's
little sister, or worse yet, your
cousin. Hey,this is Maine.
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1 BLACK REBEL MOTORCYCLE CLUB
2 WEEN
3 RAVEONETTES
4 DANDY WARHOLS
5 MY MORNING JACKET
6 JANE'S ADDICTION
7 SUPER FURRY ANIMALS
8 RADIOHEAD
9 BJORK
10 PUFFY AMIYUMI
11 BEULAH
12 DASHBOARD CONFESSIONAL
13 CONSONANT
14 METRIC
15 MANDO DIA°
16 TEN BENSON
17 RANCID
18 FRANK BLACK AND THE CATHOLICS
19 CONSTANTINES
20 IMA ROBOT
21 PREFUSE 73
22 BOUNCING SOULS
23 KILLING JOKE
24 BLACK BOX RECORDER
25 JOSH ROUSE
26 SUELAN STEVENS
27 THE BRONX

28 LII-ESAVAS
29 GUIDED BY VOICES
30 HUM MACHINE

MCA announces
'03-'04 line-up

Top 30
countdown

Take Them On,On Your Own
Quebec
Chain Gang Of Love
Welcome To The Monkey House
It Still Moves
Strays
Phantom Power
Hail TO The Thief
Live Box: 1993-2002
Nice
Yoko
A Mark,A Mission,A Brand,A Scar
Love And Affliction
Old World Underground,Where Are You Now?

Bring'Em In
Benson Burner
Indestructible
Scow Me Your Tears
Shine A Light
Ima Robot
Extinguished: Outtakes
Anchors Aweigh
Killing Joke
Passionoia
1972
A Sun Came
The Bronx
Spirit In Stone

Earthquake Glue
Last Action Rocker

ART IN on a
ws NOT RAIOURR

"Roots.

From MCA on page 11
and Dolls." It will be running Friday,
Jan. 23 through Sunday, Jan. 25. This is
a non-profit organization, so all proceeds go to help continue their mission
of bringing theater to the local area.
On February 28, Mandy Patinkin
takes the MCA by storm with his second
straight year performing. Mandy is an
acting renaissance man with Tony award
winning performances on Broadway,
Emmy award winning acting on the television, and a handful of movie characters to round out his resume. His show
last year sold out, so tickets should be
purchased early.
Other performers during the second
semester include musicians the Raphael
Trio, pianist Jonathan Biss and Frogz.
Students looking for rock shows are
going to have a hard time finding any
right now. Atkins said that the administration did not designate the MCA as a
rock venue, but does not rule out the
possibility.
"Whenever we get the opportunity,
we will try to do it," Atkins said.
For those students who are low on
cash and have already exhausted their
two free tickets, the MCA offers $5 rush
tickets on the day of a show to all students, provided it is not sold out.

NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK

CARAVAGGIO
IS A GUY ON THE SOPRANOS.

ART. AsS FOil MORE.
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ollop.clovIcwas1oyis:0,
BY BILLY O'KEEFE

PAUL

WOW, no BUCKS!

SO THIS YEAR I'M
MAKING SOME CHANGES.
I'M GONNA MOVE OUT,
GET ME A JOB, APPLY
F012 GRAD SCHOOL
AND GET A GIRLFRIEND.

its
SOUNDS LIKE A
BUSY YEAR, PAUL

I HOPE TO FIND ONE
WITH THE HELP OF TH1IS.

CAN 'IOU AFFORD
TO 60 TO THAT?
YES, WELL,
FORTUNATELY,
I FOUND THIS.

WWW.MRBILLY.COM

11111
BUT YOU CAN'T AFF... YOU
JUST SHOWED ME MA_
YOU... I MEAN, (1EAll. COOL

NOPE, I NEED TO
GET A JOB AND
RAISE SOME CASH.

RI 1
SEtAIS4 •
How to move
oib,
a
get
out,
apply tor rad
school an get
1
a girlfriend
ONLY $250 I

YES. COOL INDEED.

gaZ

by phil flickinger (www.1-e-x.com)

.„So 'mar
A YEAR OLDER
THAN YouR
ecAssmATES?

u
L op
p Vo ct
,\

&El

by phil Flickinger (www.1-e-x.com)
fSST! sLoAN!
/ DIDN'T KNOW
You ARE iN
rAY CLASS„

NMMPH! This ExAM 15 A
BREEZE, AND I BARELy
51141)11) Fog ! rr GONNA
SE AMC 15 MiNUTES EARLY'

4.

r ot.'e yo'

•

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Total Recall

©2003

SUPERCOMICS
.COM

METROPOLIS
ELEMENTARY?
I'D LIKE TO RECALL
Ms/ SCHOOL
MOM,
TRANSCRIPTS. CAN I RECALL
MY TEENS?
...AND
CHANGE MV
VOTE TO
*SAUSAGE."

...RECALL
MY
COMPUTER?

DIGI-TV?
I'D LIKE TO

RECALL MV
SERVICE
CONTRACT
WITH YOU.

OUR
DATE...

WHY STOP
WITH GOVERNOR
DAVIS?

THIS IS FUN!
1111•1111Mill
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bleating bunch
6 Poet Alexander
10 Levin and
Gershwin
14 Perfect
15 Burden
16 Dreadful
17 Synthetic fabrics
19 Composer Porter
20 Year type
21 Allied by kinship
23 Ovine party
sauce?
27 Tranquil
28 Verdi opera
29 Significant time
31 Made further
remarks
32 Module
classroom
35 Unwraps
37 D.C. bigwig
38 Winter
destination, often
40 Amtrak stop
43 Last
44 Russian capital
46 Abdul or Vogel
49 Road base
51 Cradle call
52 Purposeful short
trip
54 Cash for selfindulgence
57 One charged
with a crime
59 Thunderclap
60 Madeline of
"Blazing
Saddles"
61 Holding in
abeyance
66 Revise for print
67 Capped joint
68 On your feet!
69 Lairs
70 Burn a bit
71 Maine town
DOWN
1 Back talk
2 Fuss
3 Ott or Tillis
4 Stew-flavoring
herb
5 Slumber
6 Pastry-topped
dish

1

?

1

I

5

6
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10
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15
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7 Smallest bill
8 Sound of
contentment
9 Double curves
10 Proofs of age
11 Went wild
12 Dahl of film
13 Ranked in a
tournament
18 Blue
22 Inclined shed
23 Dupes
24 Employ
25 First garden
26 Challenging
situation
30 Mimic
33 Javanese and
Japanese
34 Hot-dog holder
36 Shade tree
39 Capture
40 Use a CAT
41 Scholarly book
42 Not home
43 Displays
ostentatiously
45 Burn without

64

65

bi-i

66UUU
69

UUU

UUUU
63

62

6/

42

41

UUUU
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Look for solutions to this puzzle in Monday's edition of The
Maine Campus.

flame
46 Crested
47 Pinball parlor
48 Spiny sea
creature
50 Neat
53 Writing tables

55 Sandra or Ruby
56 Tropical fruit
58 Sand hill
62 _ of Galilee
63 Simpson judge
64 Sister
65 D.C. pub. agcy.

Maino Campu.5's Email Edition.

Get al Life
(ens

an help.

There's mare to life than
reality TV and bad nisza.

Regular Updates

Must See Features

Compass News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the conversation

Ntowle Listings.
Go check out that new
flick before someone
tells you how it ends

Molly Weather.
Now that you're going
out.. Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

Cash tor College.
Sure,college life costs
money.We'll even help
you find scholarships

Calendar.
Find something to do.
See what's going down
on and off campus.

Daily Horoscope.
That's right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh?

a

for
Siert up antirsat
Edition
our Email
pumalra WHO
_Isms reggae

rnatters.

Sign up now at www.mainecampus.com

Origins of 'hat'
phrases revealed
Hey, Poor Rix: Somebody
told me a duck can sleep with
one eye open. Is this true? —
Bird Watcher.
Researchers say ducks can
sleep with one eye open, so
they can watch for enemies.
They don't do this all the time.
Just when they perceive danger.
Which brings up that critical
question: "How perceptive are
ducks'?"
The answer? Probably more
than turkeys. who've never figured out where their distant
cousins go in Novemb'er.
Want to know more'? Well,
here it is anyway.
Ducks who sleep with one
eye open can also sleep with
only halt' their brains. Wow.
Only dolphins - and a handful
of politicians - can randomly
access half their intelligence.
Did you know we call a baby
duck a "duckling," and a male
duck a "drake?"
I don't know what we call a
female duck, because I have
never called one.
There's a nearby restaurant
that serves a full duck in orange
sauce. The man at the next table
ordered it.
After the meal, the waiter
went to that table and asked,
"Would you like to take home
the rest of the duck, including
the webbed feet?"
"Sir," the man questioned,
-what in the world would I do
with the feet of a duck?"
"Well," the waiter replied,
"you would need much wider
shoes...but you would swim
very, very fast."
Dear Poor Rix: The term
"hat trick" in ice hockey
means a single player has
scored three goals in one
game. What is the origin of
this term? — Mike Otto,
Paullina, IA.
Poor Rix thought a hat trick
was when the class bully took
my winter cap,and filled it with
cement. I put it on sideways,
and broke my nose with the ear
flap.
Seriously, Mike, this question is so good I can't make up
a decent lie to answer it. So I've
resorted to mostly truth.
"Hat trick" is an English
cricket term that means the
bowler (sorta like a baseball
pitcher) takes three wickets with
tlga liraight pitches. Don't ask
me what a wicket is.
Anyway. the bowler who did
this won a new hat, and
achieved a "hat trick." The
term was later applied to ice
hockey.
Also, a jockey who wins
three races in a row completes a
"hat trick." A racehorse could
do the same thing, but how
many stallions - besides Poor

Rix -- look good in a hat'?
Headgear appears often in
our language. To come "hat in
hand" means to beg. A politician begins a campaign by
"throwing his hat into the ring."
An "old hat" refers to an
experienced worker. "Pass the
hat" means to take up a collection. To "high hat" somebody is
to snub them.
"Tipping the hat" shows
respect. It dates back to ancient
times, when captured enemies
stripped naked to show submissiveness and courtesy. As generations passed - and nudity
became impractical - civilized
humans merely removed their
hats instead of their threads.
Good thing, too. Because it's
real tough to look a naked person in the eye.
Dear Poor Rix: Do fireflies
have any daytime rituals, or
do they sleep all day and light
all night? I think they are
related to mosquitoes, and
have a deal with them. While
I'm out trying to capture the
elusive firefly, hungry mosquitoes take the advantage to
drain a little blood from me. —
Mike Koewler, Reading, OH
Mike, I agree that fireflies
and mosquitoes must work
together. I don't know what the
firefly gets, but the mosquito
wins a meal with mood lighting.
Fireflies - also called "lightning bugs" - are actually beetles. Their flickering glow
comes from luciferin, a chemical their bodies produce. It
reacts with oxygen and presto! - critter glitter.
A few humans glow in the
dark, too. We suspect they are
visitors from another galaxy,
fluorescent paint salesmen, or
recent guests at Aunt Bessie's
Radiation Ranch.
Researchers claim fireflies
are attracted by sight. Females
flash their torches to alert guys,
who approach them with that
stupid line "Hey, nice headlights."
Another theory says the
glowing beetle body discourages night-feeding birds, much
like an undercover policewoman's glowing badge discourages wild bachelors.
Experts say fireflies spend
their days eating, and their
evenings transmitting messages
to each other, much like politicians before a convention.
In ancient times, travelers
put a bunch of fireflies in a
bottle, and used them as
lanterns. But during the sweltering day, these tourists sometimes forgot the flies, and
filled their bottles with drinking water.
And that's how we got the
term -floodlight."
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Lack of upsets causes log jam for top twenty five
By Kevin Whitmire
The Dallas Morning News
DALLAS -- Fans may not
enjoy blowouts, but the people
who vote in Top 25 polls love
'em.
Of course, sports writers like
blowouts because they can start
writing their game stories at halftime. Top 25 voters like blowouts
because it makes it easier to
determine who deserves to be
ranked highly and who doesn't.
So what are we to do with
Saturday's results from the top of
the Top 25? The teams that
entered the day with the top four
rankings ended it with some
wishy-washy results.
No. 1 Oklahoma beat an
unranked Alabama team by a
touchdown,20-13.Forget all that
Crimson Tide tradition; it was
No. 1 against a team deemed
unworthy of a ranking.

Next, there's No. 2 Ohio
State, which escaped against San
Diego State by a field goal, 1613. The Buckeyes needed a 100yard interception return to beat
the Aztecs, who were without
their starting quarterback.
Miami started the day at No.
3,started falling like a rock when
it fell behind Florida by 23, then
came back to win in the final
minutes, 38-33. Do the
Hurricanes deserve credit for a
thrilling comeback? Or do they
deserve ridicule for nearly blowing it?
Which brings us to No. 4
Southern California. When the
Trojans went up 21-0 on
Brigham Young in the first quarter, it looked like we had ourselves a good, old-fashioned
romp.
Instead, it was another wild
one, like when BYU was in the
old WAC.The Trojans never lost

the lead, but they needed two late
touchdowns for a comfortable
final spread of 35-18.
We had to go all the way
down to No. 5 Michigan to get a
convincing win, 50-3 over
Houston. But is Houston really a
measuring stick for a Top Five
team?
It would be nice to see the
top-rated teams dominate every
week, but that doesn't happen
much anymore. Scholarship limits help even the playing field.
Conservative coaches are afraid
to show much of the playbook
early.
Defenses are catching on to
the various spread offenses. Or
at least the spread has helped
underdogs play catch-up better.
Sometimes there are no dominant teams, and the road to the
national championship turns into
a weekly roller coaster ride. It's
looking more and more like this

year there are a handful of superior teams, but none so superior
that they can't be beaten on a
given weekend.
It should make for an exciting
season, tougher deadlines and
tough decisions for poll voters.
Wake Forest coach sound
familiar?
Wake Forest's 38-24 upset of
No. 14 North Carolina State has
put the spotlight on Deacons
coach Jim Grobe, who was an
early candidate for the Baylor
coaching job that went to Guy
Morriss.
Some Baylor fans reportedly
were unimpressed by Grobe's
rebuilding efforts at Ohio
University and Wake, saying he
lacked the name recognition for
what Baylor was paying.
Morriss ultimately may prove
to be the better choice. But after
leading Wake to a bowl win last
season and upsetting N.C. State

this season, Grobe will probably
be getting better offers soon.
Money brings together nonBCS conferences
If BCS proponents think
infighting among the non-BCS
leagues will cripple their cause,
think again.
Non-BCS leagues like the
WAC, Conference USA and
Mountain West are in a
behind-the-scenes battle to see
who survives an expected
realignment of schools and
leagues.
But when it comes to fighting
for a bigger share of the postseason pie, the non-BCS leagues are
showing some solidarity heading
into Monday's talks with BCS
representatives.
"We definitely now have
locked arms and are strategizing
and planning for this meeting
together," WAC commissioner
Karl Benson said.

Black Bear Field Hockey is picking up where they left off
From HELD pigs 20
team's performance.
"We played a great defensive game. I was very pleased
with the energy," she said.
Maine kept the pressure on
the entire game and out-shot

Fairfield 17-3. When Fairfield
stepped up its defense in the
second half, so did Maine.
Fairfield did not have any shots
on goal for the entire second
half.
Fairfield
coach .j ackie

Leonard said of Maine's performance, "This is the best
team we have played."
On Sunday the Black Bears
defeated Siena at home. Juniors
Emily Dooling and Traci
Rainone scored two goals

apiece for Maine to lead their
team to a 4-1 victory over a
Siena team that fell to 0-4 in
the season.The Black Bears out
shot Siena 28-5 and held a 15-3
advantage in penalty corners.
Maine will host Quinnipiac

on Sunday at noon on Morse
Field on Sept. 14 before going
back on the road for seven
games straight. After the game
on Sunday, they do not return
home until Nov. 11 for conference play.

UMaine Football plays Florida International in Portland on Saturday
From FOOTBALL page 19
Cosgrove said.
Jermaine Walker is one of
the guys who has gotten better

as a result of intense practices.
He has tallied 10 tackles in
each of his first two games as a
stater for the Black Bears.
Walker said that he has learned

something from the games as
well.
"I have learned that if we
play together as a team, there
is not an offense in the country

mliinecampus
Classifieds
MISCELLANEOUS

STARTING WITH FIRST

work-study jobs open
in Peace Studies

BOOKING, MAKE YOUR

Program. Call/email
Barb Blazej, 581-2625.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

SPRING BREAK
EXXTREME
EXXTREME VACATIONS,
INC.

Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best
Prices. Free Parties &
Meals!,
1-800-234-7007

1-800-336-2260

Advertise in

The Maine
Campus. Call
581-1273 between

www.endlensgummertours.cont

8:30 a.m. and 4:30

SELL SPRING BREAK

p.m. to place your
classified adver-

TRIPS, ALL THE FUN
& THE PROTECTION
AMERCAN EXPRESS
WORLDWIDE,GUARRANTF:ED BEST BUY, I
FREE TRIP FOR EVERY

tisement.
www.mainecampus.com
Photo by Mithaei Maze

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break

give it his all on the field.
The Black Bears get underway from Fitzpatrick Stadium
at 6 p.m. The game will be televised locally on WABI-TV.

These shoes were found 46 yards from
the crash caused by a drunk driver.
Carissa Deason was thrown 30 yards and
not even her father, a doctor, could save her.

10 PAID, OR CASH

WORK FOR PEACE!!! 2

that can score on us," he said.
Walker said that his game
plan won't change much for
Saturday's game. He said he
will continue to keep focus and
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Collar makes the jump to the pros
From COLUMN on page 20

By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
It's September. Kindergarteners
timidly begin their very first day of
school. College students end their
summer of drinking with, well,
more drinking to celebrate coming
back,and the Red Sox start to fade
faster than Coolio's rap career.
However,this year has become an

The Red Sox
have persevered
through Manny
Ramirez's laziness and stupid
comments. From
his propensity to
stare at a hit
ball instead of
running the
bases, to putting
a bottle of water
in his back pocket out in the
field.
anamoly. Our beloved September
failures have been charging
through their fall schedule with
relative ease. Perhaps this is the
year that some elderly Sox fans
have been waiting for their whole
lives.
Most years have ended very
predictably, since I have never
seen a team — besides perhaps
the Yankees — who goes
through more off the field drama
than these men in red. Most
years, it all starts as the teamn
loses under the pressure of the
pennant race. The stars blame
the managers for shuffling the
line-up for their decreased production. The coaches, in turn,
point to the overpaid "stars,"
.220 batt7 av,2ragc
less errors in the field for the
team's failures. Losing continues as the egos become
overblown, the season is ruined,
and the fans are forced to Watch
such September call ups as
Morgan Berkhart and Donnie

Sadler stumble before apathetic
crowds,
The Red Sox have persevered through Manny Ramirez's
laziness and stupid comments.
From his propensity to stare at a
hit ball instead of running the
bases, to putting a bottle of
water in his back pocket out in
the field, Manny has made both
fans and teammates pull out
their hair while cheering him on.
His latest episode really tested
New England's resolve. Manny
was sick with the same throat
ailment as ace Pedro Martinez.
Unlike Martinez, he didn't fight
through it for the team. He sat
out games because he was "too
tired." This didn't stop our man
from having drinks with
Yankee, Enrique Wilson. Later
that week, in an interview with
ESPN, he expressed his dream
of playing for the Yankees, right
before a pivotal series with them
in Fenway Park. With a moron
like that, how have the Sox
managed to win? Players like
Kevin Millar, Bill Mueller,
"Nomah" and manager Grady
Little have made up for
Manny's faults.
These men have just concentrated on playing the game while
keeping their mouths shut.
Nomar, who could be the Sox's
biggest social gossip item with
his recent engagement to Mia
Hamm, instead prefers to talk
about the game. Mueller has quietly hit his way to the top of the
batting title race. Millar, whether
seen dancing to cheesy music on
the big screen or just cranking
home runs, has been a surprising
emotional boost to the fragile
crew. All of this possibly volatile
squad is held together by Coach
Grady Little. With his southern
drawl and egoless demeanor, he
is exactly what the Sox need.
Who knows where this squad
will go'? They could decide to
fail in October instead of
September this time around.
Their slump could come in the
last week
/14;iison
as all the playoff spots elude
them like the prettiest girls at a
high school dance. Still, all of
Boston holds on to the miniscule
hope that this could be The Year.
This time around, that hope is
just a little more attainable.
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began having some arm problems that significantly cut my
number of innings down,"
Collar said.
He also described some of
the major changes when going
from a Division I college program to professional baseball.
"It's much higher competition. At a pitching standpoint
you have to learn to out-think
the hitter and hit spots. I also
had to get used to pitching
against wooden bats, which
changes many aspects of the
game."
Most of Collar's previous
experience comes from playing
with metal bats in the America
East Conference, in which the
ball comes off the bat much
more quickly than wooden
bats, which are used in all professional baseball leagues.
"Using wooden bats enabled
me to pitch more inside and get
more ground balls rather than
being primarily a strikeoutpitcher," he said.
In college the six foot three
inch, 210-pound Collar could
easily be considered a strikeout
pitcher, as he was 24th nationally in strikeouts per nine
innings at 10.6 and is fifth alltime at UMaine with 213
strikeouts. Along with a good
fastball, Collar also exhibits
excellent control as seen in his
numbers of only 10 walks his
junior season and nine with
Tr -City. At UMaine Collar
went 322/3 innings without
walking a single batter, while

East Rookie of the Year, as
well as earning the UMaine
season record with eight consecutive complete games.
Kostocopolous said he remains
very confident about Collar's
performance and his pitching
abilities.
"This season was a great
experience for Mike overall,
and it gave him a chance to get
feet wet in a system with
"Mike is a unique his
philosophies that he is not priperson; he holds marily accustomed to. His season was very typical of a firsta tremendous
year player in the pros. The
perspective on
way they structure the season it
who he is, and
is hard to get a good rhythm in
a three month span, along with
as an athlete.
pitching the season on a strict
Mike takes noth- pitch count."
When asked about the physing for granted
ical and mental talents that
and does his job Collar possesses, coach
to the very best Kostocopolous was sure of
finding future success.
of his ability. He Collar
"Mike i,s a unique person; he
is a well-ground- holds a tremendous perspective
on who he is, and as an athlete.
ed individual
Mike takes nothing for granted
who gets the job and does his job to the very
best of his ability. He is a welldone."
grounded individual who gets
the job done."
Collar hopes to report to
and improve my slider to hit spring training next year and
spots in a much tighter strike hopefully land a spot on the
zone.I had to change my pitch- Lexington Legends, a Class A
ing mentality a bit."
Astros
affiliate
out of
Collar achieved much of his Lexington, Ky.
early success and credentials
"I'm going to have to work
under UMaine head baseball hard in the off-season and get
coach Paul Kostocopolous. on a fall team," Collar said.
Some of his pitching awards "Then, hopefully I can land a
include two-time America East spot in Lexington come spring
pitching honors, 2001 America time."
striking out 41 in that span. But
Collar said there are greater
challenges involved with professional baseball.
"It wasn't like college
where I could just throw fastballs by the hitters. I had to
throw a lot more change-ups

p • midnight

Pool Table
$.25 jello shots
$1 all you can eat
buffalo wings
$1 all you can eat
mozzarella sticks

5 College Ave, Orono
Located at UNIVERSITY
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r
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Former Black Bears adjust to life in the NFL
Recent UMaine alum Stephen
Cooper is one of a handful of
former Black Bears in the Pros
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
This time last year, Stephen
Cooper's only worry was passing class. A year later, the only
worry for this Massachusetts
native is reading opposing
offenses.
Cooper, now in his first-year
with the San Diego Chargers,
and Mike Flynn of the Baltimore

f-,

Former UMaine Black Bear Stephen Cooper is now playing for the San Diego
Chargers in the National Football League.

Maurice Clarett is pushing it too far
From COLUMN on page 20
and act like a fool.
Things have gotten so bad for
this kid that Jim Brown is now
an advisor to his family.
Granted, I respect Jim Brown
and what he did in sports but do
you really want to take advice
from a guy who has married
more women than he has career
touchdowns?
I'm sorry but if I was Clarett,
I would not listen to a guy who
uses ex-wives for punching
bags. When you are almost 60,
you are not supposed to have Mr.
Universe arms but when you lift
weights and then go Felix

Trinidad on your wife, 1 guess
you can get giant biceps.
What's next, is he going to let
Ryan Leaf be his NFL advisor?
Even if this guy maim it to
the NFL, his reputation will be
so screwed up that no one will
take him, not even the Oakland
Raiders.
And if the Raiders don't take
him, then that's saying something. This is the same team who
has players on steroids, infighting and guys who spit on opponents.
So now that Ohio State doesn't want him, and his own coach
is even calling for his head, what

does Clarett do?
I can tell you right now,Ohio
State fans do not care.
Hopefully, Clarett goes to
Grambling and maybe he can
realize that he was a moron.
No offense to Grambling, but
you are not Ohio State. When
most people go to a Grambling
football game,they go to see the
band perform at halftime.
So Mo, if you wanna be on
TV and be a star at Grambling, I
suggest you start playing the
drums because that might be the
only time America will pay
attention to you on the field
again.

MIEN THE UNIVLESITY OF
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Plan to teach.
And start your rewards early.
$2500 and $3500 scholarships for education
TWO PROGRAMS
• National Science Foundation (NSF) Teaching Scholars ProgrE
• Robert Noyce Scholarships
Scholarships available to undergraduate and graduate students. Apply now
THE MAINE MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TEACHING EXCELLENCE COLLABORATIVE
• strengthening the quality of K - 16 learning envininments.
• offering scholarships and career development opportunities fix UMaine education, science,
technology, engineering and mathematics undergraduate and graduate students.
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"One of the
things all coaches try to promote is, you can
play after college. We hope
we can provide
an opportunity
to be good for all
players who
come here."
Ravens, are two former
University of Maine players now
in the National Football League.
The last time anyone from
Maine was drafted into the NFL
was in 1989. Former Maine
quarterback Mike Buck along
with Scott Hough and Justin
Strzelcyzk were all taken after
the sixth round.
Even though Cooper was not
drafted, the Chargers picked up
last
season's
Atlantic-10
Defensive Player of the Year via
free agency. Cooper managed to
survive the preseason and earned
a roster spot.
"One of the things all coaches try to promote is, you can play
after college," said head football
coach Jack Cosgrove."We hope
we can provide an opportunity to
be good for all players who
come here."
On Sept. 21, Cooper and
Flynn will face each another as
the Ravens will pay a visit to
San Diego.
Cooper, during his tenure at

UMaine, was the Black Bears'
defensive leader for the last two
seasons and also received the
Atlantic-10
Conference
Defensive Player of the Year
both years.
During his time as a Black
Bear,Cooper had 374 tackles,57
tackles for a loss, seven interceptions and 25 sacks.
Also, he was a recipient of
the George H. "Bulger" Lowe
award from the Gridiron Club of
Greater Boston as the top defensive football player in New
England.
"[Stephen] was a lot of fun to
coach,- said Linebacker Coach
Rich Nagy."He was a good athlete and worked hard. The thing
I enjoyed the most about him
was the fact that he was a student of the game. He studied
film like a coach and that
allowed him to be successful."
As for Flynn, his road to the
NFL has taken many twists and
turns.
After being signed as a rookie free agent by the Ravens,
Flynn was waived in August
1997 and bounced around to
Tampa Bay and Jacksonville,
only to end up back in Baltimore
four months later.
In 2000, Flynn had his first
full season as a starter, where he
split time between right guard
and center.
Later that season, Flynn and
the Ravens defeated the New
York Giants in the Super Bowl.
During his time at Maine,
Flynn was named first-team AllYankee Conference honors at
tackle, making Maine's first
first-team choice since Dan
Jones in 1992.
He was also a four-year
starter and team captain.
"Being around those guys is
great because they have a passion for the game. They loved
the weight room and to this day,
they still have records,"
Cosgrove said."One thing about
going pro is you can't be half
and half when deciding to play
at that level. Your passion
always has to be at a high level."
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Lazo honored
Fredy Lazo was named Atlantic 10
defensive player of the week again
"The defense stepped it up
against Hofstra and made my
job easier." he said. "Dan
No, you aren't reading Joslyn and Pat Pa'u were aniMonday's edition of The Maine mals in the middle. destroying
Campus, nor is this a re-print Hofstra's interior line."
The statistics say that Lazo
because there weren't enough
sports articles to fill this issue. stepped it up as well. Six tackNo, Fredy Lazo is the A-10 les, an interception, a fumble
defensive player of the week. recovery and one pass break-up
showed
Again.
Lazo's defensive
"It's a feel good kind of prowess over the Pride.
Before every game. Lazo
story," head coach Jack
walks around the field. He
Cosgrove said. "Fredy's kind
of been in the background stops at the two corners of each
since he's been here, playing end zone and says to himself
behind guys like Steve Cooper. "they don't score today."
"He knows the defense,"
It's rewarding for the program
Cosgrove said, while referring
to see him recognized."
behind to Lazo as the Grandfather of
While
playing
Cooper, Lazo spent the majori- the defense. A nickname that
ty of his playing time on spe- highlihgts the fact that Lazo
cial teams where he did every- has been around for a long
time. Lazo, a fifth year senior,
thing but punting.
"Coop had an impact on my sat out as a redshirt freshman
performance. He dominated in his first year with the proevery play and watching him gram.
Academically, he is double
gave me confidence as well,"
majoring in Liberal Arts and
Lazo said.
Secondary
and
Cosgrove said that Lazo Sciences
makes a similar impact on fel- Education with a concentration
Jermaine in Spanish. Lazo grew up with
linebacker
low
Walker. He refers to Lazo as the language after he was born
being a calming influence on in El Salvador and lived there
the sophomore. Lazo admits until he was three years old.
he tries to be a role model for
Along with the recognition
anyone who looks up to him. for his efforts on the field,
As for his wingman Jermaine Lazo has also been lauded for
Walker:
his work in the classroom. In
"He has a hard work ethic 2000 he was a member of the
and that has shown in the two A-10 Football Academic All
outstanding games he's had," Conference Team. Two years
Lazo said.
later, Lazo was awarded a
For Lazo, the weekly award University of Maine Scholargiven by the conference has Athlete Bronze Medallion.
Lazo said that special recogrecognized his two notable
games. Lazo said he attributes nitions aren't what motivate
that to his teammates, both him to do well, but are more of
offensive and defense.
added bonuses.
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus

BlackBears Football 2003
Upcoming games
September 13 at 6:00 p.m.
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL
Fitzpatrick Stadium, Portland, Maine
September 20 at 6:00 p.m.
MASSACHUSETTS
Harold Alfond Sports Stadium
September 27 at 1:00 p.m.
at William and Mary
October 4 at 2:00 p.m.
RICHMOND
Harold Alfond Sports Stadium
October 18 at 3:30 p.m.
at Northeastern
October 25 at 2:00 p.m.
JAMES MADISON
Harold Alfond Sports Stadium

CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
UMane wide reciever Christian Pereira gets tackled by a Montana player during the season opener. Maine heads to Portland this weekend to take on Florida International.

Football at Fitzpatrick
UMaine invades Portland for a Saturday
showdown with Florida International
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus
The three ingredients to a
great recipe are as follows:
eliminate turnovers, tackle
better and continue to mature
as a team. Obviously we
aren't talking about baking
cookies here, and Emeril isn't
the guy throwing in the ingredients. We're talking about
winning football games, and
Jack Cosgrove came up with
this recipe to success.
Coach Cosgrove said the
team needs to get these things
done in order to be prepared
for great Saturdays.
This Saturday, the Bears
will take on the Golden
Panthers
Florida
of
International University. This
non-conference match-up will
be played at Fitzpatrick
Stadium in Portland, and is set
for a 6 p.m. kickoff.
"Winning non-conference
games are just as important as
wining the in conference
games," Cosgrove said. "They
go hand in hand."

Cosgrove explained that it's
as if the team has 12 seasons to
get through, not just one. In
that vein, he said he approaches each game individually.
So, what do the Black Bears
have to do in order to be ready
for next week's match-up?
"Florida is a very fast
team," running back Marcus
Williams said. "They are
gonna fly around and make
some plays, but it's not anything that we aren't use to. We
just have to go out there, play
our game, execute and we
should be fine."
Last season, Maine visited
the Golden Panthers down at
FIU Stadium in Miami,
Florida. The Bears left with a
victory, beating FIU 33-7.
This season, the Golden
Panthers return all of their
starters.
Although Maine doesn't
return a starter in every spot,
they do bring back experience.
"Experience is a major factor in a team's success,"
Williams said. "You need
leaders and guys who have

been through the battles and
know how to handle the different situations that will occur
on and off the field during the
season."
One returning player for
Maine who saw his first collethe
against
start
giate
University of Montana is
freshman quarterback Ron
Whitcomb. Cosgrove said he
great
improvement
saw
between games one and two
and expects the same improvement each week.
"He's athletic, versatile, his
decision making is good and
continues to get better," he
said.
sees
Cosgrove
also
improvement in the team's
lines, both offensively and
defensively. He said they play
against each other in practice
everyday.
"Our lines are huge
strengths with veteran guys
and they are only gonna get
better as a result ]of practicing
against
one
another],"
Se• FOOTBALL on pop 111
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Black Bear Football
invades Maine's largest
city.
See story on page 19

No Mo'
for me:
Clarett's digging
a hole
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
Not much has changed in college football since last season.
Aside from a new champion in
Ohio State and a Heisman
Trophy winner in Carson
Palmer, a lot has carried over
from 2002, including Ohio State
running back Maurice Clarett
and his ability to make headlines.
But this time, it's not for the
right reasons. During his freshman year, Clarett violated
NCAA rules as he took what was
supposed to be a written exam,
over the phone.
Because of this, there have
been many speculations about
what could happen to a guy who
was projected to win a Heisman.
As if things couldn't be bad
enough for him, Clarett was
charged Tuesday with misdemeanor falsification in an investigation of items that were stolen
from a car he drove earlier this
year.
Once word about Tuesday's
events got to Buckeyes coach
Jim Tressel, he decided that the
school should consider cutting
ties with Clarett, costing him at
least a year of eligibility and a
four-year athletic scholarship.
Well, can you blame him?
Think about it. This guy has
all the talent in the world and he
just decided to piss it all away.
The sad thing is, Lawrence
Phillips had more chances than
this guy and he beat and raped
women.
Even though he is no Larry
Phillips, Clarett is already scraping the bottom.
It seems like everyday there
is a new development in the Mo
Clarett proceedings. I really do
not want to see a guy who has
such amazing abilities throw it
all away. It's the last thing I or
any college football fan - ok,
everyone who is not a Michigan
fan - wants to see, yet every
other day he does something
dumb.
One day he takes a bogus
exam, the next day he wants to
go to Grambling and play ball,
the next day he gets caught for
selling crack.
Just what is it with this guy?
I know that last year I was
one of many people across
America hyping this guy and I
will 'fess up to it. But just
because you have a lot of hype
does not mean you can go out
See COLUMN on pap 18

CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
UMaine forward Shaunessy Saucier looks to pass the ball past the Fairfield Universit goalie
y
to teammate Rachael
Hilgar during their game Friday afternoon at Morse Field. Both Saucier and Hilgar scored,
leading the Black Bears to a
2-0 win.

Field Hockey off to 3-1 start
The Black Bears are picking up where they left off last year
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Field Hockey team got off to an
impressive 3-1 start. After
opening 1-1 on the road the
Black Bears returned home for
a weekend stint where they
defeated Fairfield and Siena.
They opened the season on the
road by beating Davidson on
August 31st and then lost a
close game to Temple 2-1 the
next day.
Maine, lead by senior midfielder Karly Bundy and senior

goalkeeper Jaye Lance, came
into the season ranked 3rd in
America East, which is where
they finished last season. There
are high hopes for Head Coach
Terri Kix and her young team.
Kix, in her 13th year as head
coach, has enjoyed a lot of success at Maine, yet the hopes
have perhaps never been as
high as they are for the 2003
season. Kix has been named
America East Coach of the Year
three times including last season. The Black Bears have
eight returning starters from a
year ago, which may be what

Kix needs to repeat as Coach of
the Year and return her team to
the
America
East
Championship game.
It will be a long road for the
team, but their journey is well
underway. In their game
against Davidson, Bundy was
the difference scoring two
goals in the second half to lead
her team to a 3-1 win. Emily
Dooling had a goal and an
assist. The team fell short 2-1
to Temple, the lone goal scored
in that game came from Karyn
Magno. However, the winning
goal for Temple did not come

until there were 59 seconds le I
in the game.
Maine returned home last
Friday for their home opener
against Fairfield. Jaye Lance
grabbed her first shut-out of the
season
while
sophomore
Shaunessy Saucier scored the
first goal of her college career.
Junior. Rachael Hilgar added
another with less than a second
remaining in the first half. She
was assisted by Karly Bundy
and Arnie Dubois. Coach Kix
was very pleased with her
See FIELD on page 16

A former Mainer in the minors
Scarborough's Mike Collar is learning the ropes in A-Ball
By Matt Kinsman
For The Maine Campus
When describing Mike
Collar's first summer playing
professional baseball, the term
"learning experience" comes to
mind.
Former University of Maine
standout pitcher Mike Collar
spent this summer playing
Class A baseball for the Tr City Valley Cats out of the
New York-Penn League. This
came after Collar was drafted
on June 3 by the Houston
Astros in the eighth round of
the Major League Baseball
2003 First-Year player draft.

Collar
Collar was the 239th pick overall, following his junior season, which featured All-

America East honors, an 8-3
record, and a league high 98
strikeouts.
After signing a pro-contract
on June 5, Collar played a 76
game season for the Valley
Cats, out of Troy, New York.
The team consisted of many
first-year players from all over
the country.
"The experience was great,"
Collar said. "I got to play with
a wide-variety of ball players
from all over the place, as well
as learn the new philosophies
involved in playing at this
level."
Along with the opportunity
to play with a diverse group of

players, Collar was coached by
former Major League shortstop
Ivan Dejesus, who played 15
seasons mostly in the National
League.
Collar appeared in 13 games
for the Valley Cats, holding a
2-3 record and a 4.24 E.R.A.
Most of the season he spent
coming out of the bullpen,
recording five saves, as well as
starting three games. However,
Collar only pitched 34 innings,
as mid-season arm problems
may have been a factor.
"It was frustrating mid-way
through the season when I
See COLLAR on pep 17

